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Welcome from the Chairs
We are so pleased to welcome you to Chicago for the 27th Picture Coding Symposium!
PCS is the premier international meeting devoted exclusively to advances in image and
video coding.
We would like to take this opportunity to give an overview of the format of the
conference we have planned for you. Our 2009 PCS program consists of 3 plenary
presentations and one special invited talk, 4 special lecture sessions, and 9 poster
sessions.
Wednesday morning’s plenary talk, Video Coding: Past, Present, and
Future, will be given by Robert Forchheimer of Linkoping University. Thursday morning
we will hear from James Brailean of Packet Video on The Promise of 4G and Path to
the Converged Home. Our final plenary talk, The Confluence of Sparse Representation
and Computer Vision, will be given by Yi Ma of University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign and Microsoft Research Asia.
Our special session topics are Perception-oriented Image and Video Coding, organized
by Patrick Ndjiki-Nya; Multiview and 3D Video Coding, organized by Anthony Vetro;
Peer-toPeer Video, organized by John Apostolopoulos; and Visual Attention, Artistic
Intent, and Efficient Coding, organized by Damon Chandler. Each of our special
sessions will be followed by a panel session on the same topic. This will give all of us a
chance to learn about and discuss new ideas in an open forum. Our special invited talk,
Video Compression Standards, to be given Wednesday afternoon by Wen Gao, will also
be followed by a panel session on the same topic.
The 9 poster session topics are Video Coding; Scalable and Object-Based Coding;
Multiview Coding; Coding for Networks and Adaptive Coding; Enhancement and LowComplexity Coding; New Applications and Techniques; Quality Assessment, Rate
Control, and Motion Estimation; Still Image and Region-of-Interest Coding; and
Distributed Coding. We are really pleased with the high quality of the papers we will be
seeing in these poster sessions, and we hope you will be too!
The social events we have planned include a welcome reception Wednesday evening
and a dinner cruise Thursday evening. We hope to see all of you at both of these
events, which will give us a chance to interact in a more informal setting.
Last but not least, we would like to thank everyone who assisted in preparing this
conference. A special thanks goes to our student helpers, without whom we could not
have put everything together.
We hope everyone enjoys PCS 2009 and the city of Chicago, and we thank you for your
participation!
The Chairs of PCS 2009
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Welcome to Chicago
Chicago, located in the state of Illinois, is the third-largest city in the United States.
Adjacent to Lake Michigan, Chicago's rich mix of cultures, ideas, and accomplishments
are what make the city unlike any other in the world. We hope that, in addition to
attending PCS, you will have time to enjoy some of the great activities that Chicago has
to offer!

Chicago History
http://www.explorechicago.org/city/en/about_the_city/our_history.html

Chicago’s first permanent resident was a trader named Jean Baptiste Point du Sable,
a free black man apparently from Haiti, who came here in the late 1770s. In 1795, the
U.S. government built Fort Dearborn at what is now the corner of Michigan Avenue and
Wacker Drive (look for the bronze markers in the pavement). It was burned to the
ground by Native Americans in 1812, rebuilt and demolished in 1857.
Incorporated as a city in 1837, Chicago was ideally situated to take advantage of the
trading possibilities created by the nation’s westward expansion. The completion of the
Illinois & Michigan Canal in 1848 created a water link between the Great Lakes and
the Mississippi River, but the canal was soon rendered obsolete by railroads. Today, 50
percent of U.S. rail freight continues to pass through Chicago, even as the city has
become the nation’s busiest aviation center, thanks to O’Hare and Midway
International airports.
As Chicago grew, its residents took heroic measures to keep pace. In the 1850s, they
raised many of the streets five to eight feet to install a sewer system – and then raised
the buildings, as well. Unfortunately, the buildings, streets and sidewalks were made of
wood, and most of them burned to the ground in the Great Chicago Fire of 1871. The
Chicago Fire Department training academy at 558 W.
DeKoven St. is on the site of the O’Leary property where the
fire began. The Chicago Water Tower and Pumping Station
at Michigan and Chicago avenues are among the few
buildings to have survived the fire.
Chicago rebuilt quickly. Much of the debris was dumped into
Lake Michigan as landfill, forming the underpinnings for what
is now Grant Park, Millennium Park and the Art Institute of
Chicago. Only 22 years later, Chicago celebrated its
comeback by holding the World’s Columbian Exposition of
1893, with its memorable “White City.” One of the Exposition
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buildings was rebuilt to become the Museum of Science and Industry. Chicago
refused to be discouraged even by the Great Depression. In 1933 and 1934, the city
held an equally successful Century of Progress Exposition on Northerly Island.
Throughout their city’s history, Chicagoans have demonstrated their ingenuity in matters
large and small:
The nation’s first skyscraper, the 10-story, steel-framed Home Insurance Building, was
built in 1884 at LaSalle and Adams streets and demolished in 1931.
When residents were threatened by waterborne illnesses from sewage flowing
into Lake Michigan, they reversed the Chicago River in 1900 to make it flow
toward the Mississippi.
Start of the "Historic Route 66" which begins at Grant Park on Adams Street in
the front of the Art Institute of Chicago.
Chicago was the birthplace of:
o the refrigerated rail car (Swift)
o mail-order retailing (Sears and Montgomery Ward)
o the car radio (Motorola)
o the TV remote control (Zenith)
The first self-sustaining nuclear chain reaction, ushering in the Atomic Age, took
place at the University of Chicago in 1942. The spot is marked by a Henry Moore
sculpture on Ellis Avenue between 56th and 57th streets.
The 1,450-foot Sears Tower, completed in 1974, is the tallest building in North
America and the third tallest in the world.
The sole female mayor, Jane M. Byrne, served from 1979 to 1983, and was
succeeded by the first African-American mayor, Harold Washington, who served until
his death in 1987. The longest-serving mayor, Richard J. Daley (1955-1976), presided
over a public and private building boom that strengthened both downtown and the city’s
neighborhoods. His son, Richard M. Daley, mayor since 1989, has reformed education
and public housing, strengthened community policing and overseen construction of
billions of dollars of schools, libraries, police stations and infrastructure, as well as the
renovation of Soldier Field and the creation of Millennium Park. He is spearheading
Chicago’s bid to host the 2016 Olympic and Paralympic Games.
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Activities
Chicago is an exciting city with a plethora of attractions. Find out how to explore
Chicago at http://www.explorechicago.org/city/en/things_see_do/attractions.html and
http://www.gochicago.com/index.aspx. Some of the highlights are listed below and a
summary is provided in the table in the next page.
Field Museum of Natural History 1400 S. Lake Shore Drive | 312-992-9410
If you are looking for dinosaurs, this is the place! FM is home to Sue, the world's largest
and most famous T. Rex, and Evolving Planet, featuring an expanded dinosaur hall.
Adler Planetarium 1300 S. Lake Shore Dr. | 312.922.STAR (312.922.7827)
The Adler Planetarium, America's first planetarium, features three full-size theaters, and
houses one of the world's most important antique instrument collections.
Lincoln Park Zoo 2200 N. Cannon Dr. | 312-742-2000 | Free Admission
Lincoln Park Zoo is a conservation haven nestled in the heart of Chicago.
Museum of Contemporary Art 220 E. Chicago Ave | 312.397.4010
One of the nation's largest facilities devoted to the art of our time, MCA offers
exhibitions of the most thought-provoking art created since 1945.
Museum of Science and Industry 57th St & Lake Shore Drive | 773.684.1414
One of the largest science museums in the world, is home to more than 35,000 artifacts
and nearly 14 acres of hands-on exhibits.
Shedd Aquarium 1200 S. Lake Shore Dr | 312.939.2438
The facility houses more than 32,600 aquatic animals representing some 1,500 species
of fishes, reptiles, amphibians, invertebrates, birds and mammals.
The Art Institute of Chicago 111 S. Michigan Ave. | 312.443.3600
A world-renowned encyclopedic art museum, AIC presents a rich variety of rotating
special exhibitions and houses the third largest permanent collection in the US. It has
particularly strong holdings in Impressionist and Post-Impressionist paintings.
John Hancock Observatory 875 N. Michigan Ave | 312.751.3680
Sears Tower Skydeck 233 S. Wacker Dr | 312.875.9696
See breathtaking 360º views of Chicago and across four states from these impressive
skyscrapers.
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Distance of selected activities from conference hotel

Nearby Restaurants
GLOBAL AMERICAN:
BIN 36
CROFTON ON WELLS
GRAND LUX CAFÉ
SIGNATURE ROOM ON THE 95TH

339 N. DEARBORN, 312-755-9463
535 N. WELLS, 312-828-9000
600 N. MICHIGAN AVE., 312-276-2500
JOHN HANCOCK BUILDING, 312-573-5223

CHICAGO DEEP DISH PIZZA
LOU MALNATI’S PIZZERIA
GIORDANO’S
GINO’S EAST

439 N. WELLS, 312-828-9800
730 N. RUSH, 312-951-0747
633 N. WELLS, 312-943-1124

CHICAGO HOT DOGS
FLUKY’S
PORTILLO’S HOT DOGS

NORTH BRIDGE SHOPPING MALL
100 W. ONTARIO ST., 312-587-8930
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STEAKS:
PHIL STEFANI’S
CAPITAL GRILLE
CHICAGO CHOP HOUSE
ELI’S PLACE FOR STEAKS
FOGO DE CHAO
GENE & GEORGETTI
GIBSONS
HARRY CARAY’S
KEEFERS
LAWRY’S PRIME RIB
MIKE DITKA’S
RUTH CHRIS STEAKHOUSE
SHULA’S
SMITH & WOLLENSKY
SULLIVANS
WEBER GRILL

437 N.RUSH, 437 N. RUSH, 312-222-0101
633 N. ST. CLAIR, 312-337-9400
60 W. ONTARIO, 312-787-7100
312-642-1393
661 N. LASALLE, 312-932-9330
500 N. FRANKLIN, 312-527-3718
1028 N. RUSH, 312-266-8999
33 W. KINZIE, 312-828-0966
20 W. KINZIE, 312-467-9525
100 E. ONTARIO, 312-787-5000
100 E. CHESTNUT, 312-587-8989
431 N. DEARBORN, 312-321-2725
301 E. NORTH WATER ST., 312-670-0788
318 N. STATE, 312-670-3700
415 N. DEARBORN, 312-527-3510
539 N. STATE STREET, 312-467-9696

PASTA/ITALIAN
BICE
CARMINES
Osteria Via Stato
VOLARE

158 E. ONTARIO ST., 312-664-1474
1043 N. RUSH ST., 312-988-7676
620 N. State St., 312-642-8450
201 E. GRAND AVE., 312-410-9900

SEAFOOD:
CATCH 35
JOE’S STONE CRAB
SHAWS CRAB HOUSE

35 W. WACKER DR., 312-346-3500
60 E. GRAND AVE., 312-379-5637
21 E. HUBBARD, 312-527-2722

CHICAGO’S FAMOUS POPCORN:
GARRETTS POPCORN
670 N. MICHIGAN, 312-944-2630
ETHNIC:
BENIHANA
BEN PAO
BRASSERIE JO
DELACOSTA
EMILIO’S
HEAVEN ON SEAVEN
KAMEHACHI
LALO’S
NATIONAL 27
VONG’S THAI KITCHEN
VERMILLION

166 E. SUPERIOR ST., 312-664-9643 (JAPANESE)
52 W. ILLINOIS ST., 312-222-1888 (CHINESE)
59 W. HUBBARD ST., 312-595-0800 (FRENCH)
465 E ILLINOIS ST., 312-464-1700 (LATIN FUSION)
215 E. OHIO ST., 312-467-7177 (SPANISH TAPAS)
600 N. MICHIGAN AVE.. 312-280-7774
240 E. ONTARIO ST., 312-56-87-0600
500 N. LASALLE ST., 312-329-0030 (MEXICAN)
325 W. HURON, 312-664-2727 (LATIN)
6 W. HUBBARD ST., 312-644-8664
10 W. HUBBARD ST., 312-527-4060 (LATIN-INDIAN)
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History of PCS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Edition
Year
Location
Date
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1.
1969
Cambridge / USA
April 2-4
2.
1970
Raleigh / USA
September 10-11
3.
1971
Lafayette / USA
October 28-29
4.
1973
Los Angeles / USA
January 22-24
5.
1974
Goslar / Germany
August 26-28
6.
1976
Asilomar / USA
August 28-30
7.
1977
Tokyo / Japan
August 29-31
8.
1979
Ipswich / England
July 9-11
9.
1981
Montreal / Canada
June 3-5
10.
1983
Davis / USA
March 28-30
11.
1984
Cesson Sévigné/France
July 3-5
12.
1986
Tokyo / Japan
April 2-4
13.
1987
Stockholm / Sweden
June 9-11
14.
1988
Torino / Italy
September 12-14
15.
1990
Cambridge / USA
March 26-28
16.
1991
Tokyo / Japan
September 2-4
17.
1993
Lausanne / Switzerland
March 17-19
18.
1994
Sacramento / USA
September 21-23
19.
1996
Melbourne / Australia
March 13-15
20.
1997
Berlin / Germany
September 10-12
21.
1999
Portland / USA
Apr 21-23
22.
2001
Seoul / Korea
April 25-27
23.
2003
Saint-Malo / France
April 23-25
24.
2004
San Francisco / USA
December 15-17
25.
2006
Beijing / China
April 24-26
26.
2007
Lisboa / Portugal
November 7-9
27.
2009
Chicago/USA
May 6-8
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Sponsors
We acknowledge generous support from the following organizations.
IEEE Signal Processing Society

Hewlett-Packard

Video and Image Processing Laboratory (Purdue University)

School of Electrical and Computer Engineering (Purdue University)
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Registration
Registration Fees

Student
Regular

Early Registration
(Before April 3, 2009)
$300.00
$650.00

Late Registration
$300.00
$700.00

Registration fees are in US dollars and include all conference sessions, the conference
reception, conference banquet, coffee breaks, and proceedings on CD.
Important: Each paper must be accompanied by a regular registration.
Registration Desk
The check-in/registration desk will open the evening before the conference begins.
There will be signs in the conference hotel directing attendees to the registration area.
The front desk of the hotel will also be able to direct attendees to the registration area.
The table below lists the daily schedule for check-in and registration.
Hours for Conference Check-in/Registration
Tuesday, May 5
5:00 pm – 7:00 pm
Wednesday, May 6
7:00 am – 5:00 pm
Thursday, May 7
8:00 am – 4:00 pm
Friday, May 8
8:00 am – noon
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Conference and Venue Information
Conference Hotel
Embassy Suites Hotel
Chicago Downtown Lakefront
511 North Columbus Drive
Chicago, IL 60611
(312) 836-5900
www.chicagoembassy.com
Directions:
From the North/ O’Hare airport: Take 1-90 East (Kennedy Expressway) and exit at
Ohio Street. Turn right on Orleans and go 2 blocks. Turn left on Illinois and proceed
10 blocks until you cross Columbus. Turn left into the hotel valet parking. The hotel is
at the intersection of Illinois and Columbus.
From the South: From Indiana via the skyway, take the Indiana Tollway (I-90) to the
Chicago Skyway to the local traffic lanes of the I-94 North (Dan Ryan Expressway).
Exit onto I-55 (Stevenson Expressway) and follow the signs to Lake Shore Drive
North. Exit at Wacker Drive. Exit at Grand and turn right. The hotel entrance is at the
corner of Illinois and Columbus.
From Indiana via I-80/94: Take I-80/94 tot he Calumet Expressway to I-94 North (Dan
Ryan Expressway). Exit at I-55 North (Stevenson Expressway) and follow the signs to
Lake Shore Drive North. Exit at Wacker Drive. Stay to the very right and go up the
ramp. Proceed to the third light- Michigan Avenue. Exit at Grand. Head east on
Grand and turn right on Columbus. Go one block and turn right on Illinois. The hotel
entrance is at the corner of Illinois and Columbus.
From the Southwest/ Midway Airport: Take Cicero Avenue north to get to I-55 North
(Stevenson Expressway) and follow the signs to Lake Shore Drive North. Exit at
Wacker Drive. Stay to the very right and go up the ramp. Proceed to the third lightMichigan Avenue. Exit at Grand. Head east on Grand and turn right on Columbus.
Go one block and turn right on Illinois. The hotel entrance is at the corner of Illinois
and Columbus.
From the West: Take I-290 East (Eisenhower Expressway) into downtown as it turns
into Congress Parkway. Turn left on Columbus Avenue. Proceed North to Illinois and
the hotel entrance is on the corner of Illinois and Columbus.

Transportation:
O’Hare International Airport- 20 miles, 35 minutes
16

o Taxi service one way-$30-$45

Midway Airport-11 miles, 25 minutes
o Taxi service one way-$30-$40

Airport Express: Continental Air Transport services downtown hotels from both
O’Hare and Midway Airports. Buses depart every 15 minutes from baggage claim
area.
o Departing O’Hare-$25 per person/ $46 round trip
o Departing Midway-$20 per person/ $36 round trip

To arrange service from the hotel, call the hotel-concierge or Continental Air
Transport at 1.800.654.7871, 24 to 28 hours prior to flight departure.
Hotel Parking:
The hotel offers indoor valet parking with in and out privileges for $48. Self-parking
lots are also available at $39.

Meeting Space Floor Plan
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Coffee Breaks
There will be two coffee breaks per day, one in the morning and one in the
afternoon. Please see the conference schedule for exact time of coffee breaks.
Breakfast
For conference attendees who are staying at the conference hotel, there will be a
complimentary, cooked-to-order breakfast at the hotel.
Lunch
Lunch will not be provided as part of the conference. There are many restaurants
within walking distance or a short cab ride of the conference venue. Please see the
“Welcome to Chicago” section of this program book for these options.
There will be a lunch (by invitation only) for the PCS 2009 Steering Committee on
Thursday, May 7 at 12:45 pm. The lunch will be held in the Ohio River Room.
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Social Activities
Welcome Reception
There will be a reception to welcome all attendees of the PCS 2009 conference. Please
join us in the Pre-function Area of the conference meeting space Wednesday, May 6,
from 6:00 pm – 9:00 pm. The reception will feature plenty of great food. There will also
be an open bar from 6:00 pm – 7:00 pm and a cash bar from 7:00 pm – 9:00 pm. Come
mix and mingle with your colleagues for a great time!
Conference Banquet

There will be a Dinner Cruise on
Thursday, May 7, from 6:30 pm –
10 pm on board of the Odyssey
(pictured on your left).

Be a Yacht Star!

Hip. Cool. The Odyssey is the
place to be for the all-inclusive
Chicago experience complete with
great food, DJ entertainment for
dancing and amazing views of this
beautiful city. It has a private
covered deck so this event will
happen rain or shine. Come
aboard this contemporary cruise
ship
for
a
trendy,
urban
experience and create your own
Odyssey.
Where: Navy Pier, The Odyssey
Cruise Ship
Board: 6:30 p.m.
Cruise 7-10 p.m.
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Schedule Overview

DAY 1: Wednesday, May 6, 2009
8:15‐8:30

Opening Session
Video Coding: Past, Present, and Future

8:30‐9:30

Plenary
Session 1

Robert Forchheimer
(Room: Salon A‐D)

9:30‐9:45

Coffee Break
Perception‐Oriented Image and Video Coding

9:45‐11:45

Special
Session 1

(Room: Salon A‐D)

Chair: Patrick Ndjiki‐Nya
11:45‐12:45

Panel Session
1

Perception‐Oriented Image and Video Coding
(Room: Salon A‐D)

12:45‐14:00
14:00‐15:30

14:00‐15:30

14:00‐15:30

Lunch
Video Coding

Poster Session
1

(Room: Illinois River)

Poster Session
2

Scalable and Object‐Based Coding

Poster Session
3

Multiview Coding

(Room: Mississippi 1 and 2)

(Room: Pre‐function Area)

15:30‐15:45
15:45‐17:15

15:45‐17:15

15:45‐17:15
18:00‐21:00

Coffee Break
Poster Session
4

Coding for Networks and Adaptive Coding

Poster Session
5

Enhancement and Low‐Complexity Coding

Poster Session
6

New Applications and Techniques

(Room: Illinois River)

(Room: Mississippi 1 and 2)

(Room: Pre‐function Area)

Welcome Reception
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DAY 2: Thursday, May 7, 2009
8:15‐8:30

Opening Session
The Promise of 4G and Path to the Converged Home

8:30‐9:30

Plenary
Session 2

James Brailean
(Room: Salon A‐D)

9:30‐9:45

Coffee Break
Multiview and 3D Video Coding

9:45‐11:45

Special
Session 2

(Room: Salon A‐D)

Chair: Anthony Vetro
11:45‐12:45

Multiview and 3D Video Coding

Panel Session
2

(Room: Salon A‐D)

12:45‐14:00

Lunch
PCS Steering Committee Lunch

12:45‐14:00

(Room: Ohio River 1 and 2)

14:00‐15:30

14:00‐15:30

14:00‐15:30

Poster Session
7

Quality Assessment, Rate Control, and Motion Estimation

Poster Session
8

Still Image and Region‐of‐Interest Coding

Poster Session
9

Distributed Coding

(Room: Illinois River)

(Room: Mississippi 1 and 2)

(Room: Pre‐function Area)

15:30‐15:45

Coffee Break
Video Compression Standards

15:45‐16:30

Invited Talk

Wen Gao
(Room: Salon A‐D)

16:30‐17:30

Video Compression Standards

Panel Session

(Room: Salon A‐D)

18:30‐22:00

Dinner Cruise
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DAY 3: Friday, May 8, 2009
8:15‐8:30

Opening Session
The Confluence of Sparse Representation and Computer Vision

8:30‐9:30

Plenary
Session 3

Yi Ma
(Room: Salon A‐D)

9:30‐9:45

Coffee Break
Peer‐to‐Peer Video

9:45‐11:45

Special
Session 3

(Room: Salon A‐D)

Chair: John Apostolopoulos
11:45‐12:45

Peer‐to‐Peer Video

Panel Session
3

(Room: Salon A‐D)

12:45‐14:00

Lunch
Visual Attention, Artistic Intent, and Efficient Coding

14:00‐16:00

Special
Session 4

(Room: Salon A‐D)

Chair: Damon Chandler
16:00‐17:00

Panel Session
4

Visual Attention, Artistic Intent, and Efficient Coding
(Room: Salon A‐D)

22

Sessions and Paper Abstracts
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Wednesday, May 6, 2009

Opening Session:
Time: 08:15 – 8:30
Location: Salon A-D

Plenary Session – 1: Video Coding: Past, Present, and Future
Time: 08:30 – 9:30
Location: Salon A-D
Speaker: Robert Forchheimer

Special Session – 1: Perception-Oriented Image and Video Coding
Time: 09:45 – 11:45
Location: Salon A-D
Chair: Patrick Ndjiki-Nya

09:45

Perceptual Image Coding by Standard-Constraint Codecs
Thomas Richter

Abstract: A perceptual image compression codec exploits the characteristics of the human senses to
minimize the perceivable quality loss of digital images under compression. Such a codec has an even
higher value if the resulting codestreams are compatible to an existing standard, and are thus decodeable
by all-day, existing applications. This work describes strategies how to implement perceptual coding in
standardized environments, namely JPEG, JPEG 2000 and JPEG-XR.

10:15

Perception-Oriented Video Coding based on Foveated JND Model
Zhenzhong Chen, Christine Guillemot

Abstract: The ultimate goal of video compression is to provide best visual quality of the video source by
using minimum bit budget. To achieve this target, spatial, temporal and perceptual redundancies should
be exploited and removed such that the video source could be compressed efficiently. In this paper, we
present how to improve the video compression performance by using a foveated just-noticeable-distortion
model. Since the perceptual acuity decreases with the increased eccentricity, a foveation model is
developed to exploit the global perceptual redundancy in addition to the spatial and temporal justnoticeable-distortion models. The foveated just-noticeable-distortion model is incorporated into the
H.264/AVC video coding system. As demonstrated in the subjective tests, applying the proposed model
in video coding can improve visual quality.
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10:45

An Overview of Texture and Motion based Video Coding at Purdue
University
Marc Bosch, Fengqing Zhu, Edward J. Delp

Abstract: In recent years there has been a growing interest in developing novel techniques for increasing
the coding efficiency of video compression methods. We approach the problem by not encoding all the
pixels, in particular, regions belonging to areas that the viewer will not perceive the specific details in the
scene could be skipped or encoded at a much lower data rate. This approach can also be expanded by
considering a model of the human visual perception system. In this paper we review some of the
approaches we have investigated at Purdue University. The goal is to determine where “detail-irrelevant”
regions in the frame are located and not encode them. We will also discuss a set of subjective quality
evaluation experiments to determine what is the overall perceptual quality of these approaches.

11:15

Distributed
Streaming

Media-aware

Rate

Allocation

for

Wireless

Video

Xiaoqing Zhu, Bernd Girod
Abstract: This paper addresses the rate allocation problem for wireless video streaming. Results from a
simple subjective viewing test indicate that perceptually preferred allocation can be closely approximated
by minimizing the total mean-squared-error (MSE) distortion of all participating streams. This finding
motivates the design of a distributed media-aware rate allocation protocol, which achieves the optimal
solution by allowing cross-layer information exchange between the video end hosts and relaying wireless
nodes. Various network simulation results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed scheme, which
consistently outperforms conventional media-unaware TCP-friendly Rate Control (TFRC).

Panel Session – 1: Perception-oriented Image and Video Coding
Time: 11:45 – 12:45
Location: Salon A-D
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Poster Session – 1: Video Coding
Time: 14:00 – 15:30
Location: Illinois River

Hybrid Video Coding Model of Finite Ridgelet Transform and H.264/AVC
Tomokazu Murakami, Masashi Takahashi
Abstract: We developed a new video coding model that combines block-based finite ridgelet transform
with H.264/AVC. This model is based on H.264/AVC and a new video coding mode called ridgelet mode
is added to it in order to incorporate the directional transform feature. In the ridgelet mode, residuals of
each block after intra or inter predictions are transformed into a prime-number-sized block by a scaling
filter to fit the finite Radon transform. Then the finite Radon transform and the 1D DCT are applied to the
block. The ridgelet mode can adapt to such texture regions that have strong correlation along a specific
direction and it can improve the coding efficiency by its directional feature of the finite Radon transform.
We implemented the ridgelet mode onto a H.264/AVC encoder. The experimental results show the
potential of this method for higher compression efficiency.

Improvement of I-Picture Coding using Inter-picture Processing
Kenji Sugiyama, Naoya Sagara, Masao Arizumi
Abstract: The rate of improvement to standard video encoders has slowed, but improvements based on
purely new coding techniques are incompatible with the conventional standard. As an alternative solution,
a new coding concept with semi-compatibility is described. I-picture is used for access and refreshment.
To increase total performance, it is desirable to enhance the efficiency of I-pictures. The quality changes
at the border of a GOP also need to be reduced. In response, we propose coding that is applied to the
inter-frame processing on the border of a GOP. This applied method reduces the quantization error using
motion compensated inter-picture processing. In this report, we verify the improvements in the efficiency
and the compatibility of proposed method. As a result of our tests, we recognize that the total gain is
maximally 1.6dB in the PSNR. In general, the degradation of performance in standard decoding is less
than its gain.

Improving H.264 Performances by Quantization of Motion Vectors
Silvia Corrado, Marie Andree Agostini, Marco Cagnazzo, Marc Antonini, Guillaume Laroche,
Joel Jung
Abstract: The coding resources used for motion vectors (MVs) can attain quite high ratios even in the
case of efficient video coders like H.264, and this can easily lead to suboptimal rate-distortion
performance. In a previous paper, we proposed a new coding mode for H.264 based on the quantization of
motion vectors (QMV). We only considered the case of 16x16 partitions for motion estimation and
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compensation. That method allowed us to obtain an improved trade-off in the resource allocation between
vectors and coefficients, and to achieve better rate-distortion performances with respect to H.264. In this
paper, we build on the proposed QMV coding mode, extending it to the case of macroblock partition into
smaller blocks. This issue requires solving some problems mainly related to the motion vector coding. We
show how this task can be performed efficiently in our framework, obtaining further improvements over
the standard coding technique.

Estimating the Value of θ in the Intra Frame for ρ-domain Rate Control Algorithms
Zhihang Wang, Shengfu Dong, Long Xu, Wen Gao, Qingming Huang
Abstract: The ρ-domain rate control algorithm is very simple and effective. There is only one
parameter, θ, used in the model. θ reflects the relationship between the rate and the
quantization step. Accurately estimating the θ value of the I (intra) frame is important for an
efficient ρ-domain rate control algorithm because the I frame will influence the remaining frames in the
GOP (group of pictures) greatly. In this paper, we propose to estimate the θ value based on the energy of
the frame. The energy difference of the I frames is used to predict the new θ. A linear relationship
between θ and the energy is deduced. Experimental results show that using the energy can more
accurately predict the θ value of I frame than only using the θ value of the previous P (predict) frame.

H.264/AVC Improvement Based on Adaptive Motion Vector Coding
Masashi Takahashi, Muneaki Yamaguchi
Abstract: We propose a new method for improving motion vector coding. The coding efficiency of the
H.264/AVC standard is significantly degraded for video sequences that include irregular motions. The
degradation is caused by the fact that the correlations among the motion vectors on adjacent blocks get to
be small when motions are irregular. Our method solves this problem by two schemes. First, the
predictive motion vector (PMV) is adaptively coded with additional bits based on the distribution pattern
of reference vectors. Second, an appropriate code table for the motion vector difference (MVD) is
adaptively selected out of a couple of tables defined in advance. These schemes enable the appropriate
methodologies for the motion vector coding to be adaptively selected according to the motion vector
diversity. Experimental results show the effectiveness and potentiality of our approach for high
coding efficiency.

Spatio-Temporal Prediction in Video Coding by Best Approximation
Jürgen Seiler, Haricharan Lakshman, André Kaup
Abstract: Within the scope of this contribution we propose a novel efficient spatio-temporal prediction
algorithm for video coding. The algorithm operates in two stages. First, motion compensation is
performed on the block to be predicted in order to exploit temporal correlations. Afterwards, in order to
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exploit spatial correlations, this preliminary estimate is spatially refined by forming a joint model of the
motion compensated block and spatially adjacent already decoded blocks. Compared to an earlier
refinement algorithm, the novel one only needs very few iterations, leading to a speedup of factor
17. The implementation of this new algorithm into the H.264/AVC leads to a maximum reduction in data
rate of up to nearly 13% for the considered sequences.

A Novel Fast Inter Mode Decision In H.264/AVC Based on a Regionalized
Hypothesis Testing
Eduardo Martinez-Enriquez, Amaya Jiménez-Moreno, Fernando Diaz-de-Maria
Abstract: The H.264/AVC standard achieves a high coding efficiency compared to previous standards,
but in exchange for a very high computational cost. This paper focuses on the mode decision subsystem,
which is a critical one from the computational cost point of view. In particular, a hierarchical
earlytermination-based approach to the inter mode decision problem is proposed, in such a way that a
cascade of early stops are considered, going from the most likely modes to the less likely ones. The main
novelty of the proposed algorithm relies on the use of a regionalized hypothesis testing methodology for
making the decisions on every potential early stop. The proposed method has been assessed on a large set
of QCIF video sequences for several qualities, achieving a quite notable improvement in terms of total
encoding time reduction in relation to a well-established mode decision method [1]. Specifically, the time
reduction is 43.43 % and 21.33 % for IPPP and IBBP patterns, respectively, without any significant
quality loss.

Efficient Hierarchical Inter Picture Coding for H.264/AVC Baseline Profile
Weixing Wan, Ying Chen, Ye-Kui Wang, Miska Hannuksela, Houqiang Li, Moncef Gabbouj
Abstract: Bi-predictive (B) slices are not supported in the Baseline profile of the Advanced Video
Coding (H.264/AVC) standard, which results in a decreased coding efficiency compared with other
profiles supporting B slices. However, many application standards, such as the mobile multimedia
services specified by the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), use only the Baseline
profile for H.264/AVC. Therefore, it is worth investigating H.264/AVC coding when only intra (I) and
inter (P) slices are supported. In this paper, a content-adaptive Quantization Parameter (QP) cascading
scheme for the hierarchical P coding method compatible with Baseline profile of H.264/AVC is
proposed. The proposed method is based on a picture-level QP optimization. The proposed method has a
significantly better rate-distortion performance than the traditional IPPP coding structure and outperforms
hierarchical P coding methods using fixed delta QP settings between temporal levels noticeably with up
to 0.53 dB gain in average luminance Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR).

Fast H.264 Selective Intra Mode Decision for Inter-frame Coding
Yi-Hsin Huang, Tao-Sheng Ou, Homer H. Chen
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Abstract: Despite its remarkable coding efficiency, the computational complexity of the spatial-domain
intra prediction scheme of H.264 remains a challenging issue especially for applications of the High
Profile, as it incorporates the additional intra 8 8 prediction mode. To address this issue, we propose in
this paper a fast selective intra mode decision algorithm that exploits a newly discovered property of
inter-frame coding that the difference in rate-distortion cost between the best inter mode and the intra
16 16 mode is highly related to the type of the best coding mode. The proposed algorithm has high
prediction accuracy, low computational overhead, and negligible effect on PSNR and bit-rate.
Performance comparison is provided to show the superiority of the algorithm.

A Global Model of AVC/H.264 Video Encoders
Tomas Grajek, Marek Domanski
Abstract: For AVC/H.264 video encoders, the paper describes a simple global model that defines a
relationship between the bitrate and the quantization step Qstep for I-, P- and B-frames. Proposed is a
general model for any video shot. As such a model must be dependent on video content, the model
parameters have to be estimated from experimental data individually for each video shot, and individually
for each frame type. The model is defined by formulas given individually for 3 intervals covering whole
eligible range of Qstep values. Extensive experiments with numerous test video sequences have proved
good accuracy of the model proposed.

Efficient H.264 Video Coding with a Working Memory of Objects
Wenqing Dai, Yu Sun, Zhihai He
Abstract: In this work, we investigate a working memory approach for efficient temporal prediction in
H.264 video coding. After video frames are encoded, objects are extracted, analyzed, and indexed in a
dynamic database which acts as a working memory for the H.264 video encoder. During the encoding
process, objects with similar spatial characteristics are retrieved from the working memory and used
for motion prediction of objects in the current video frame. This approach extends the multiple-frame
estimation and provides a more generic framework for spatiotemporal prediction of video data. Our
experimental results on surveillance video data demonstrate that the proposed approach is able to save
the coding bit rate by up to 35% with a small computational overhead.

Highpass-Filtering Based Adaptive Directional Wavelet Transform
Yuichi Tanaka, Madoka Hasegawa, Shigeo Kato
Abstract: In this paper, a calculation method of transform directions for adaptive directional wavelet
transform (AD WT) is proposed. It uses 2-D highpass filters as a preprocessing of the conventional
calculation stage. The filters can reduce the number of direction candidates effectively. In image coding,
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our proposed framework shows very comparable results to the conventional AD WT and outperforms the
traditional separable WT.

Evaluation of Transform Performance when using Shape-adaptive Partitioning in
Video Coding
Kenneth A. Vermeirsch, Jan De Cock, Stijn Notebaert, Peter Lambert, Rik Van de Walle
Abstract: When combining non-rectangular (shape-adaptive) partitioning of inter pictures with a
rectangular block transform, some of the transforms will be applied to a residual signal which originates
from two different predictions. This is a condition that is never encountered in any of the existing video
coding standards, and the impact of this on the performance of the transform coder has not been
investigated. In this paper we investigate the effect of these mixed-signal blocks on the coding gain for
various transforms, and we compare these against the optimal KLT gain. We find that, despite the
transformed residual block being composed of two parts that were predicted from different areas of the
reference picture, correlation within mixed blocks is very similar to that of normal blocks. The DCT is
only marginally suboptimal w.r.t. KLT. KLT has practical issues that will reduce its coding gain or
increase the signaling overhead: transform bases need to be quantized and transmitted, or a number of
fixed bases needs to be chosen offline. Therefore we recommend DCT be used for all types of blocks.

A Fast Approach for Geometry-Adaptive block Partitioning
Abdullah A. Muhit, Mark R. Pickering, Michael R. Frater
Abstract: State-of-the-art video compression standards such as H.264 employ tree-structured motion
compensation by splitting macro-blocks into fixed square or rectangular sub-blocks. Although, this
approach leads to improved compression performance, recent studies have shown that further gain can be
achieved via slicing blocks with arbitrary line segments to better match the boundaries between moving
objects. However, finding the best partition remains an extremely computationally-intensive task. In this
paper, we propose a fast method to identify efficient partitions using a two-step search of the radius
and angle of the line segment. Experimental results show that this scheme is able to identify efficient
motion boundaries using less iterations than existing techniques while maintaining comparable
performance.

Decoding H.264/AVC using Prior Information and Source Constraints
Reuben Farrugia, Carl James Debono
Abstract: The H.264/AVC standard employs a number of error-resilient mechanisms to correct
transmission errors. These methods assume a packet-loss scenario, where all the macroblocks (MBs)
contained within a corrupted slice are dropped and concealed. However, most of the MBs contained
within corrupted slices provide minimal (if any) visual distortions and therefore concealing them
causes a superfluous drop in the quality of the recovered video content. This paper presents a novel error
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control mechanism which employs prior information and residual source-redundancy to recover the mostlikelihood feasible H.264/AVC bitstream. Simulation results show that the algorithm recovers a number
of corrupted sequences and achieves overall Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) gains between 1dB and
2dB over the standard. The proposed solution is compatible with the H.264/AVC with no additional
bandwidth requirements.
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Poster Session – 2: Scalable and Object-Based Coding
Time: 14:00 – 15:30
Location: Mississippi 1 and 2

Functionally Layered Coding for Robot Vision Network
Masahiro Iwahashi, Hideki Taguchi, Tetsuya Kimura
Abstract: This paper proposes a functionally layered video coding for robot vision network. Video
signals from mobile robots are regularly transmitted to a remote robot. It uses the video to estimate
locations of each of the mobile robots. As the need arises, a person browses the video to check the
scenery. In such occasion, the functionally layered video coding regularly transmits the minimum
components necessary for the motion estimation by the remote robot. For scenery browsing, only
additional components are transmitted on demand. As a result, data volume to be transmitted is reduced in
total. The proposed method decomposes the video into frequency bands and bit planes by means of the
JPEG 2000. This report investigates the minimum components for the motion estimation in the robot to
robot communication. It is confirmed that the proposed method can reduce total data volume of the robot
vision network.

Adaptive Down-sampling of Frame-rate for High Frame-rate Video
Yukihiro Bandoh, Seishi Takamura, Kazuto Kamikura, Yoshiyuki Yashima
Abstract: Over the past decade, video acquisition rates, which had been 24 Hz (cinema), 30-60 Hz
(webcam) or 50-60 Hz (SD/HDcam), has broken through to reach 1000 Hz. In order to display these high
frame-rate video signals on current display devices in real time, they must be down-sampled first. This
study proposes a down-sampling method suitable for high frame-rate video signals. It is designed with the
goal of reducing the inter-frame prediction error. Our method can improve the PSNR of prediction signal
by 0.13 [dB] to 0.23 [dB] compared to simple sub-sampling with constant interval.

A Novel H.264 SVC Encryption Scheme for Secure Bit-rate Transcoding
Nithin Thomas, David Bull, David Redmill
Abstract: This paper presents a novel architecture for the secure delivery of encrypted H.264 SVC
bitstreams. It relies on a block cipher and stream cipher used in a novel way that would allow an
intermediary transcoder to truncate the bitstream to the appropriate bit-rate without decrypting the data.
The system, called SVC-sec, is compared to other architectures presented in the literature and it is shown
that SVC-sec offers many benefits, particularly when used with FGS streams.
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Lagrange Multiplier Selection for Rate-Distortion Optimization in SVC
Xiang Li, Peter Amon, Andreas Hutter, André Kaup
Abstract: The Lagrangian multiplier based rate-distortion optimization (RDO) has been widely
employed in single layer video coding. During the development of scalable video coding (SVC) extension
of H.264/AVC, it was directly applied in a multi-layer scenario. However, such an application is not very
efficient since the correlation between layers is not considered in the Lagrange multiplier selection. To
improve the overall performance, in this paper a new selection algorithm is presented for RDO in SVC.
Simulations show that the proposed method outperforms the recent SVC reference software. With a tiny
computational cost, average gains of 0.22 dB and 0.35 dB were achieved in the tests of four-layer quality
scalability and three-layer spatial scalability, respectively.

Low-Complexity VBR Controller for Spatial-CGS and Temporal Scalable Video
Coding
Sergio Sanz-Rodriguez, Fernando Diaz-de-Maria, Mehdi Rezaei
Abstract: This paper presents a rate control (RC) algorithm for the scalable extension of the H.264/AVC
video coding standard. The proposed rate controller is designed for real-time video streaming with buffer
constraint. Since a large buffer delay and bit rate variation are allowed in this kind of applications, our
proposal reduces the quantization parameter (QP) fluctuation to provide consistent visual quality bit
streams to receivers with a variety of spatio-temporal resolutions and processing capabilities. The low
computational cost is another characteristic of the described method, since a simple lookup table is used
to regulate the QP variation on a frame basis.

Low Complexity Multiple Description Coding for the Scalable Extension of
H.264/AVC
Zhijie Zhao, Joern Ostermann, Hexin Chen
Abstract: In this paper, we propose a scheme for the robust transmission of video in error prone
environments using multiple description coding (MDC) based on the scalable video coding extension
(SVC) of H.264/AVC. Due to the layer structure of SVC, a base layer is referenced by one or more
enhancement layers. The proposed method produces multiple description base layers to achieve robust
video communication over unreliable channels with reasonable redundancy. Two base layers are
generated using residual data downsampling, which makes it possible that the two base layers have the
same motion vectors. The proposed method combines the advantages of SVC and MDC. Experimental
results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the temporal splitting based multiple description
scalable coding method in terms of PSNR by 0.3 dB.
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Motion Vector Predictor Selection for the Enhancement Layer in the H.264/AVC
Extension-Spatial SVC
Enming Luo, Oscar C.L. Au, Yannan Wu, Shing Fat Tu, Chi-ho Yeung
Abstract: Scalable Video Coding (SVC) has been approved as the extension of the H.264/AVC video
coding standard recently. In current spatial scalability scheme, the technique to examine both
inter modes with residual prediction and without residual prediction for enhancement layers can achieve
the highest possible coding efficiency, but it's typically one of the most time-consuming parts
of a video encoder. In this paper, we propose a method to skip half of motion estimation processes under
"inter modes without residual prediction" based on the motion vector predictor selection under
"inter modes with residual prediction". Experimental results show that our proposed scheme can achieve
up to 24% time saving for motion estimation in the enhancement layer and meanwhile the coding
efficiency can be preserved very well.

Fine Grain Scalability of Bitrate Using AVC/H.264 Bitstream Truncation
Jaroslaw Marek, Marek Domanski
Abstract: Firstly the paper reports experimental results proving that Cascaded Pixel Domain Transcoder
(CPDT) is extremely inefficient when used for AVC/H.264 bitstream transcoding aimed at bitrate
reduction not exceeding 30% of primary bitrate. In the paper, proposed is a transcoder that exploits
structured truncation of bitsream and an algorithm for such truncation is described. The experimental
results are described that show that the proposed transcoder provides bitrate reduction with very small or
negligible loss of quality for bitrate reductions not exceeding about 30%. The transcoder complexity is
much smaller than that of CPDT.

Mapping Scalable Video Coding Decoder on Multi-Core Stream Processors
Yu-Chi Su, Sung-Fang Tsai, Tzu-Der Chuang, You-Ming Tsao, Liang-Gee Chen
Abstract: Scalable Video Coding (SVC) is an advanced video compression technique that can support
temporal, spatial, and quality scalability to terminals with different network conditions. SVC adopts
layered coding techniques to improve coding efficiency for spatial and quality scalability. Upsampling
and inter-layer prediction are two important mechanisms to remove redundant information between
different layers. However, upsampling occupying around 75% memory bandwidth of SVC decoder results
in serious performance degradation, especially for applications with high resolutions. Moreover, interlayer prediction with complex scheduling leads to difficulties when mapping the SVC decoder in parallel.
In this paper, we propose a method to parallelize the SVC decoder on a multi-core stream
processor platform in both efficiency and flexibility. We focus on mapping issues of spatial scalability
supporting with various resolutions of decoded frames. The experiment result proves the proposed design
for SVC decoder reduces 95% memory bandwidth of the upsampling module in JSVM, performed on a
single general-purpose processor.
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Rate Distortion Analysis of Subband Motion Compensation for Video Spatial
Scalability
Rong Zhang, Mary Comer
Abstract: In this paper, we derive the rate distortion performance lower bound of the subband motion
compensation technique which exploits both the inter-layer spatial and intra-layer temporal redundancies
for video spatial scalability. The lower bound is derived by rate distortion theory for stationary Gaussian
signals where mean square error (MSE) is used as the distortion criteria. Assuming that the base layer is
encoded by an optimal non-scalable video coder, the rate distortion function derived for the enhancement
layer depends on only the power spectral density (PSD) of the input signal, the motion prediction error
probability density function (p.d.f.) and the base layer encoding parameter. Our evaluations will show
that, if base layer is encoded at a relatively high quality, subband method is expected to outperform
simulcast, where spatial layers are encoded independently, in terms of rate distortion efficiency.

A Study of New Scalable Video Coding for Quality Control
Mei Kodama
Abstract: Over the broadband internet, we often use video contents. In addition, not only broadcast but
also IPTV are used in large display and PC now. Basically speaking, we think that they enjoy some video
contents in fixed TV environments. Moreover, in this paper, we pay attention to “Video Contents
Distribution System”, and once they receive some contents data, we have to consider how to manage
them and to control the quality for several user terminals and to support any network
environment in integrated video contents delivery and distribution systems. In this paper, we consider an
algorithm of scalable video coding in order to control the video quality easily according to the diversity of
usage of video contents. We propose the concept of quantization parameters description and a new
modified method of scalable video coding to provide multi-quality video to users.

Two-dimensinal Channel Coding for Scalable H.264/AVC Video
Ehsan Maani, Aggelos K. Katsaggelos
Abstract: Efficient bit stream adaptation and resilience to packet losses are two critical requirements in
scalable video coding for transmission over packet-lossy networks. These requirements have a greater
significance in scalable H.264/AVC video bit streams since missing refinement information in a layer
propagates to all lower layers in the prediction hierarchy and causes substantial degradation in video
quality. This work proposes an algorithm to accurately estimate the overall distortion of the reconstructed
frames due to enhancement layer truncation, drift/error propagation, and error concealment in
the scalable H.264/AVC video. This ensures low computational cost since it bypasses highly complex
pixel-level motion compensation operations. Simulation results show an accurate distortion estimation at
various channel loss rates. The estimate is further integrated into a cross-layer optimization framework for
optimized bit extraction and content-aware channel rate allocation. Experimental results demonstrate that
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precise distortion estimation enables our proposed transmission system to achieve a significantly higher
average video PSNR compared to a conventional content independent system.

Antialiasing Spatial Scalable Subband/Wavelet Coding Using H.264/AVC
Shih-Ta Hsiang
Abstract: This paper presents a new algorithm for reducing aliasing artifacts related to the conventional
spatial scalable subband/wavelet coding for recovering video at lower resolution. The proposed scheme
has been fully integrated with the H.264/AVC JSVM reference software and experimentally evaluated
against the conventional methods for intraframe spatial scalable video coding. The simulation results
show our method can effectively remove the aliasing artifacts for scalable decoding at lower resolution
without performance penalty at full resolution.
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Poster Session – 3: Multiview Coding
Time: 14:00 – 15:30
Location: Pre-function Area

Bit Rate Allocation for Disparity Estimation from Compressed Images
Vijayaraghavan Thirumalai, Pascal Frossard
Abstract: This paper presents a novel rate allocation scheme to compute the 3D structure of the scene
from compressed stereo images, captured by the distributed vision sensor networks. The images captured
at different view points are encoded independently with a balanced rate allocation. The central decoder
jointly decodes the information from the encoders, and computes the 3D geometry of the scene in
terms of depth map. We first consider the scenario of estimating the 3D geometry from the views,
compressed using standard encoders, e.g., SPIHT. Unfortunately, we noticed that the depth value is not
precisely reconstructed in the low contrast regions or region around weak edges. It is mainly due to the
rate allocation scheme, that allocates the bits based on the variance of the coefficients. We therefore
propose a rate allocation scheme, where each encoder first identifies the low contrast regions and then
distributes the bits such that the visual information in the low contrast regions is preserved. At the
same time, the approximation quality in the rest of the image should not be penalized significantly. We
adapt the SPIHT coding scheme to implement the proposed rate allocation methodology. Experimental
results show that for a given bit budget, the proposed encoding scheme reconstructs the 3D geometry with
more accuracy comparing to SPIHT, JPEG 2000 and JPEG coding schemes.

Low Bit-rate Compression of Omnidirectional Images
Ivana Tosic, Pascal Frossard
Abstract: Omnidirectional images represent a special type of images that are captured by vision sensors
with a 360-degree field of view. This work targets the compression of such images by taking into account
their particular geometry. We first map omnidirectional images to spherical ones and then perform sparse
image decomposition over a dictionary of geometric atoms on the 2D sphere. A coder based on Matching
Pursuit and adaptive quantization is finally proposed for efficient compression of omnidirectional images.
The experiments demonstrate that the proposed system outperforms JPEG2000 coding of unfolded
images. Since most omnidirectional sensors can be parametrized with a spherical camera model, the
proposed method is generic with respect to different sensor constructions.

Learning-based Multiview Video Coding
Baochun Bai, Li Cheng, Cheng Lei, Pierre Boulanger, Janelle Harms
Abstract: In the past decade, machine learning techniques have made great progress. Inspired by the
recent advancement on semi-supervised learning techniques, we propose a novel learning-based
multiview video compression framework. Our scheme can efficiently compress the multiview video
represented by multiview-video-plus-depth (MVD) format. We model the multiview video compression
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problem as a semi-supervised learning problem and design sophisticated mechanisms to achieve high
compression efficiency. Our approach is significantly different from the traditional hybrid coding scheme
such as H.264-based multiview video coding methods. The preliminary results show promising
compression performance.

Projective Rectification-based View Interpolation for Multiview Video Coding and
Free Viewpoint Generation
Xiaoyu Xiu, Jie Liang
Abstract: A projective rectification-based view interpolation algorithm is developed for multiview video
coding and free viewpoint video. It first calculates the fundamental matrix between two views without
using any camera parameter. The two views are then resampled to have horizontal and matched epipolar
lines. One-dimensional disparity is estimated next, which is used to interpolate the image for an
intermediate viewpoint. After unrectification, the interpolated view can be displayed directly for free
viewpoint video purpose. It can also be used as a reference to encode data of an intermediate camera.
Experimental results show that the interpolated views can be 3 dB better than existing method. Video
coding results illustrate that the method can provide up to 1.3 dB improvement over JMVC.

A Manifold Lifting Algorithm for Multi-View Compressive Imaging
Michael Wakin
Abstract: We consider a multi-view imaging scenario where a number of cameras observe overlapping,
translated subimages of a larger scene. To simplify the acquisition and encoding of these images, we
propose a non-collaborative compressive sensing protocol at each camera. We discuss a prototype
algorithm for joint reconstruction of the images from the ensemble of random measurements, based on the
geometric manifold structure that arises from the varying camera positions. Even when the camera
positions are unknown, we demonstrate that it is possible to simultaneously resolve the images and
register their positions using only the random measurements.

Multiview Video Transcoding: From Multiple Views to Single View
Shujie Liu, Chang Wen Chen
Abstract: As multiview video is gaining more and more attentions, Multiview Video Coding (MVC)
standard has been under development by the Joint Video Team as an extension to H.264/AVC. There will
be increasingly more multiview video sources for both high end and low end consumers. Since a variety
of end user devices shall not have multiview video decoders installed, multiview video transcoder is
therefore needed in order for these users to enjoy the videos encoded by MVC standard. In this paper, we
propose an algorithm for transcoding any viewpoint in bitstreams encoded by MVC to bitstreams that can
be decoded by H.264/AVC decoders, regardless of the MVC prediction structure. The key component of
this algorithm is the design of motion information reuse to implement simple motion refinement for inter38
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view coded macroblocks. Such reduced complexity implementation is especially applicable to the low
power mobile devices. Experimental results show that, comparing with cascaded algorithm, the proposed
scheme, with much reduced complexity, only suffers moderate performance loss.

Edge and Motion-Adaptive Median Filtering for Multi-view Depth Map
Enhancement
Erhan Ekmekcioglu, Vladan Velisavljevic, Stewart T. Worrall
Abstract: We present a novel multi-view depth map enhancement method deployed as a post-processing
of initially estimated depth maps, which are incoherent in temporal and inter-view dimensions. The
proposed method is based on edge and motion-adaptive median filtering and allows for improved quality
of virtual view synthesis. To enforce the spatial, temporal and inter-view coherence in the multiview
depth maps, the median filtering is applied to 4-dimensional windows that consist of the spatially
neighbor depth map values taken at different viewpoints and time instants. These windows have
locally adaptive shapes in presence of edges or motion to preserve sharpness and realistic rendering. We
show that our enhancement method leads to a reduction of a coding bit-rate required for representation of
the depth maps and also to a gain in the quality of synthesized views at an arbitrary virtual viewpoint. At
the same time, the method carries a low additional computational complexity.

Hole-filling Method using Depth based In-painting for View Synthesis in Free
Viewpoint Television (FTV) and 3D Video
Kwan-Jung Oh, Sehoon Yea, Yo-Sung Ho
Abstract: Depth image-based rendering (DIBR) is generally used to synthesize virtual view images in
free viewpoint television (FTV) and three-dimensional (3-D) video. One of the main problems in DIBR is
how to fill the holes caused by disocclusion regions and inaccurate depth values. In this paper, we
propose a new hole filling method using a depth based in-painting technique. Experimental results show
that the proposed hole filling method provides improved rendering quality both objectively and
subjectively.

Multi-hypothesis Based Multi-view Distributed Video Coding
Yongpeng Li, Hongbin Liu, Xianming Liu, Siwei Ma, Debin Zhao, Wen Gao
Abstract: This paper proposes a multi-hypothesis based Wyner-Ziv (WZ) decoder for the multi-view
distributed video coding (MDVC). Two hypotheses, the intra-view SI and the inter-view SI, are fed
together into the WZ decoder in the proposed scheme. A multi-hypothesis based correlation model
(MHBCM) is presented to fully exploit the redundancy between these two SI frames and the original
frame. The MHBCM is also applied on the optimal minimum mean-square error reconstruction of the
quantized samples. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithms are able to significantly
improve the coding efficiency of the MDVC system.
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Distributed Source Coding Techniques for Interactive Multiview Video Streaming
Ngai-Man Cheung, Antonio Ortega, Gene Cheung
Abstract: We investigate coding tools for interactive multiview streaming (IMVS), where clients
interactively request desired views for successive video frames, and in response the server sends the
appropriate pre-compressed video data to the clients. Solution based on using only I-frames to support
view switching would incur high transmission cost, while for that based on using only P-frames to encode
every possible traversal, although it can minimize transmission cost, prohibitive server's storage may be
required. Therefore, efficient solutions for IMVS need to consider the trade-off between transmission and
storage cost. In this paper, we study the potential use of distributed source coding (DSC) in
IMVS. Specifically, we propose two DSC constructions that could achieve good transmission-storage
trade-offs. Central to these constructions is a method that can efficiently encode the least significant bits
(LSB) of a frame to be decoded, leading to competitive storage and transmission
requirements. Experiment results demonstrate these constructions compare favorably to existing tools,
and could be valuable for interactive multiview streaming.
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Poster Session – 4: Coding for Networks and Adaptive Coding
Time: 15:45 – 17:15
Location: Illinois River

Background Extraction and Long-Term Memory Motion-Compensated Prediction
for Spatial-Random-Access-Enabled Video Coding
Aditya Mavlankar, Bernd Girod
Abstract: Video streaming with virtual pan/tilt/zoom functionality allows the viewer to watch arbitrary
regions of a high-spatial-resolution scene. A video coding scheme with random access to arbitrary regions
of arbitrary zoom factors helps avoid transmission and/or decoding of the entire high-spatial-resolution
video signal. The video coding scheme, proposed in our earlier work, creates a multi-resolution
representation and uses P slices of H.264/AVC. The base layer, which provides a thumbnail overview of
the entire scene, is encoded using motion-compensated prediction (MCP) among temporally successive
frames. To provide efficient random access, we avoid MCP among temporally successive frames of the
higher resolution layers. Instead, upward prediction from the reconstructed thumbnail frames is used for
coding high-resolution P slices. In this paper, we show that background extraction and long-term memory
motion-compensated prediction can reduce the bitrate by up to 85% while retaining efficient random
access capability.

Semantic Adaptation of Synchronized Multimedia Streams in a Formatindependent Way
Davy Van Deursen, Wesley De Neve, Wim Van Lancker, Rik Van de Walle
Abstract: Today, users often want to consume personalized versions of multimedia content (e.g., a
selection of the most interesting video scenes). These user preferences can be fulfilled by performing
semantic adaptations, which are typically guided by semantic metadata. In this paper, we discuss how
high-level semantic adaptations along the temporal axis can be performed using format-independent
adaptation engines. Further, the impact of semantic adaptations applied to synchronized multimedia
streams (e.g., synchronized audio and video streams) is investigated. H.264/AVC and AAC are used to
evaluate our proposed approach, which relies on a format-independent adaptation framework based on
MPEG-B BSDL and STX.

Improved Packetization of Motion Parameters for Error Resilient Transmission of
Wavelet Video
Moyuresh Biswas, Michael R. Frater, Mark R. Pickering, John F. Arnold
Abstract: Resilient delivery of the motion parameters is critical in video transmission over unreliable
networks. Several previous approaches to motion compensated wavelet video coding have failed to
achieve good video quality due to the absence of a resilient transmission method for the motion vectors
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(MV). A codec employing a wavelet transform with no motion compensation is also not attractive, since
it suffers from poor compression performance. This paper therefore investigates packetization methods
for the motion parameters. A multiple description (MD) codec is used to encode the video for lossy
networks. The motion packetization techniques are incorporated in the MD framework. We compare the
performance of the investigated techniques in both lossless and lossy networks and conclude by
proposing the best packet structure for motion transmission. Our proposed approach provides better
performance than a recently proposed MD variant of H.264.

Practical Network Coding for Scalable Video in Error Prone Networks
Mohammed Halloush, Hayder Radha
Abstract: In this paper we apply a generalized approach for practical Network Coding (NC) called
Multi-Generation Mixing (MGM) in networks communicating scalable video contents. NC has been a
viable approach of communication in packet loss networks. On the other hand NC losses are expensive.
NC losses reduce the ability of receiver to decode packets, and hence may severely degrade the
quality of recovered video. MGM employs the layering of scalable video streams to enhance the
reliability of communication. MGM provides unequal protection for the different video layers such that
the overall reliability of video communication is improved. With MGM instead of having enhancement
layers just dependent on lower layers, enhancement layers support the recovery of lower layers. This is
done by network encoding packets of lower layers in higher layers. Through extensive simulations, we
show that MGM highly improves the quality of recovered video.

A Simple Multiple Description Coding Scheme for Improved Peer-to-Peer Video
Distribution over Mobile Links
Catherine Lamy-Bergot, Benjamin Candillon, Béatrice Pesquet-Popesc, Benjamin Gadat
Abstract: This paper presents an adaptation of peer-to-peer diffusion strategies of video over
mobile links based on the use of multiple description coding. The system architecture, including
the used overlay algorithm (the unstructured GIA algorithm) and content video coding with
multiple description coding (MDC), are presented as well as their interest in this context.
Simulation results illustrate the approach, showing the interest of using MDC vs. a single
description coding solution. The proposed simulation framework involves using H.264/AVC
video with two descriptions and a simple adaptation of the overlay algorithm.

Packet-Level Transmission Distortion Analysis for Video Streaming over Mesh
Networks
Yongfei Zhang, Shiyin Qin, Zhihai He
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Abstract: In video transmission over wired or wireless mesh networks, video packets could be lost due
to transmission errors, network congestion or delay bound violation. The compressed video data is highly
sensitive to packet loss, and the packet loss will cause decoding failure and more importantly, the error
propagation would significantly degrade the reconstructed video quality. In this paper, we extend our
previous research and propose a simple yet accurate and robust model to estimate the transmission
distortion of each Macro Block (MB) and packet. We then use this transmission distortion estimation
results for packet scheduling in video streaming over mesh networks. Extensive simulation results
demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed model under different experiment settings.
More importantly, the estimated transmission distortion, which reveals the unequal importance of each
MB and packet, enables important applications in content-aware resource allocation and performance
optimization in video communication.

Complexity Adaptation in H.264/AVC Video Coder for Static Cameras
Chanyul Kim, Noel.E O'Connor
Abstract: H.264/AVC uses variable block size motion estimation (VBS-ME) to improve coding gain.
However, its complexity is significant and fixed regardless of the required quality or of the scene
characteristics. In this paper, we propose an adaptive complexity algorithm based on using the Walsh
Hadamard Transform (WHT). VBS automatic partition and skip mode detection algorithms also are
proposed. Experimental results show that 70% - 5% of the computation of H.264/AVC is required to
achieve the same PSNR.

Priority-Aware Transfer of SVC Encoded Video Over MIMO Communications
System
Daniela Radakovic, Rashid Ansari, Yingwei Yao, Ramakrishna Yellapantula
Abstract: A cross-layer method is proposed for optimizing, controlling and improving the quality of
video transmission over wireless networks using scalable video coding (SVC) and multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) transmission with channel state feedback (CSI). Multiple video sub-streams are
created by a content-based partitioning and sorting of the enhancement layers produced with
the SVC extension of H.264/AVC. Unlike in existing methods, the prioritized bit-streams are transmitted
by actively performing power adjustment and antenna selection using a bit-stream prioritization matrix to
modify the power allocation procedure of a recently proposed MIMO scheme. The power allocation
strategy results in different bit error rate (BER) experienced by the bit-streams. Simulation results show
an improved performance compared with power allocation that equalizes BER over the different
channels.

A Reliability Framework for Visual Sensor Networks
Saad Qaisar, Hayder Radha
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Abstract: In this work, we present a distributed framework for provision of reliability to visual data in
Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs). Individual sensor nodes cooperate, in a pair-wise
fashion, to allocate processing resources within the network which are then used to partially decode the
incoming data as it traverses the multi-hop network. We show that the proposed framework outperforms
the conventional end-to-end channel coding by considerable margin in terms of energy efficiency for
desired multimedia content delivery.

A High Efficient Error Concealment Scheme Based on Auto-Regressive Model for
Video Coding
Xinguang Xiang, Yongbing Zhang, Debin Zhao, Siwei Ma, Wen Gao
Abstract: In this paper, a high efficient temporal error concealment scheme based on auto-regressive
(AR) model is proposed for video coding. The proposed AR based error concealment scheme includes a
forward AR model for P slice, and a bi-direction AR model for B slice. First, we utilize the block
matching algorithm (BMA) to select the best motions for lost blocks from the motions of available
neighboring blocks. Then, the proposed AR model coefficients are computed according to the spatial
neighboring pixels and their temporal-correlated pixels indicated by the selected best motions. Finally,
applying the AR model, each pixel of the lost block is interpolated as a weighted summation of pixels in
the reference frame along the selected best motions. Simulation results show that the performance of the
proposed scheme is superior to conventional temporal error concealment methods.

An Optimal Bit Allocation Framework for Error Resilient Scalable Video Coding
Yong Liu, Saad B. Qaisar, Hayder Radha, Aidong Men
Abstract: In this work, we propose an optimal joint bit allocation framework in order to provide unequal
error protection (UEP) for scalable video coding. In the proposed scheme, video sequence is coded based
on Scalable Video Coding (SVC) extension of the H.264/AVC standard. We generate different streams
according to changing quantization parameters. Each stream divides into different sub-streams in terms of
time and quality scalability. These sub-streams with different significance levels are channel-coded using
Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) Codes with different coding rates respectively. Motivated by
optimally allocating the bits to achieve resilience against channel induced corruptions, we propose an
algorithm that optimally allocates the channel coding rates using a dynamic programming approach. We
employ a probability model for decoding failure using LDPC codes. The results achieved clearly establish
that the proposed framework can optimally allocate LDPC codes with varying coding rates to different
sub-streams with the limited bandwidth.

Error Concealment by Means of Clustered Blockwise PCA
Alessandra M. Coelho, Vania Vieira Estrela, Joaquim Teixeira de Assis
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Abstract: This paper analyzes two variants of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for errorconcealment: blockwise PCA and clustered blockwise PCA. Realistic communication channels are not
error free. Since the signals transmitted on real-world channels are highly compressed, regardless of
cause, the quality of images reconstructed from any corrupted data can be very unsatisfactory. Error
concealment is intended to ameliorate the impact of channel impairments by utilizing a priori information
about typical images in conjunction with available picture redundancy to provide subjectively acceptable
renditions of affected picture regions. Some experiments have been performed with the two proposed
algorithms and they are shown.
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Poster Session – 5: Enhancement and Low-Complexity Coding
Time: 15:45 – 17:15
Location: Mississippi 1 and 2

Power-Rate-Distortion Model for Low-Complexity Video Coding
Li-Wei Kang, Chun-Shien Lu
Abstract: Wireless visual sensor networks are potentially applicable for several emerging applications.
Since the resource-limited restriction for a visual sensor node (VSN), efficient resource allocation for
video compression is challenging. In this paper, a power-rate-distortion (PRD) model-based
low-complexity multiview video codec is proposed. Our PRD model is used to characterize the
relationship between the available resources and the RD performance of our video codec. More
specifically, an RD function in terms of the percentages for different coding modes of blocks and the
target bit rate under the available resource constraints is derived for optimal coding mode
decision. Analytic and simulation results are provided to verify the resource scalability and accuracy of
our PRD model in facilitating our low-complexity multiview video codec to achieve good performance.

Complexity-constrained H.264 HD Video Coding through Mode Ranking
Tiago A. da Fonseca, Ricardo L. de Queiroz
Abstract: Video compression is a computation-intensive task and real-time implementation of state-ofthe-art video standards is a challenge. In this paper we propose a complexity scalable framework to
H.264/AVC prediction module since the "intra" and "inter" prediction steps are responsible for almost all
computation complexity. The idea is to employ a subset of prediction modes instead of testing all modes
recommended by H.264/AVC standard. Only the most "popular" prediction modes are ranked and tested
until reaching a complexity budget.The ranking is done by sampling macroblocks of previous frames.
Results show a negligible the quality loss while achieving large computational savings.

Low Complexity Hardware Implementation of Reciprocal Fractional Motion
Estimation for H.264/AVC in Mobile Applications
Alireza Aminlou, Parviz Alvandi, Mahmoud Reza Hashemi
Abstract: Motion Estimation, one of the most effective modules in H.264/AVC, constitutes 60%–90%
of encoding time and computation. Close to %45 of this computation belongs to Fractional Motion
Estimation (FME) which has to perform a time consuming half-pixel and quarter-pixel interpolation. In
addition, interpolation is a major challenge for hardware implementation in real time, specially in mobile
applications where processing and battery power is limited. Several modified sub-pixel accuracy search
methods have been proposed in the literature in order to reduce the complexity of interpolation. The
reciprocal method has been proposed to reduce the CPU encoding time for a software implementation of
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an H.264 encoder on personal computers. In this paper, the hardware implementation of the reciprocal
method is evaluated and its PSNR performance and hardware cost are compared to that of a simplified
Rate-Distortion Optimization (RDO) process. Simulation results indicate that using reciprocal FME with
enabled RDO has less computational cost and better PSNR performance than using the conventional FME
with disabled RDO.

Fast Decoder Side Motion Vector Derivation for Inter Frame Video Coding
Steffen Kamp, Benjamin Bross, Mathias Wien
Abstract: Decoder-side motion vector derivation (DMVD) using template matching has been shown to
improve coding efficiency of H.264/AVC based video coding. Instead of explicitly coding motion vectors
into the bitstream, the decoder performs motion estimation in order to derive the motion vector used for
motion compensated prediction. In previous works, DMVD was performed using a full template matching
search in a limited search range. In this paper, a candidate based fast search algorithm replaces the full
search. While the complexity reduction especially for the decoder is quite significant, the coding
efficiency remains comparable. While for the full search algorithm BD-Bitrate savings of 7.4% averaged
over CIF and HD sequences according to the VCEG common conditions for IPPP high profile are
observed, the proposed fast search achieves bitrate reductions of up to 7.5% on average. By further
omitting sub-pel refinement, average savings observed for CIF and HD are still up to 7%.

Leveraging the Quantization Offset for Improved Requantization Transcoding of
H.264/AVC Video
Stijn Notebaert, Jan De Cock, Kenneth Vermeirsch, Peter Lambert, Rik Van de Walle
Abstract: Requantization transcoding is a method for reducing the bit rate of compressed video
bitstreams. Most research on requantization is concerned with the architectural design, the selection of a
suitable quantizer, or the reduction of requantization errors. In this paper, we propose to incorporate a
new dimension in requantization transcoding: the quantization offset. We compare two requantization
methods: increasing the quantization step size and decreasing the quantization offset. Furthermore, we
propose a novel heuristic for requantization transcoding based on a theoretical rate-distortion
analysis. The experimental results for H.264/AVC video show that requantization is improved in ratedistortion sense with gains up to 1 dB for open-loop requantization of B pictures compared to
requantization with fixed quantization offset.

Reducing Noise in High-resolution Video Sequences by Using Wavelet Shrinkage in
the Temporal-spatial Domain
Yasutaka Matsuo, Yukihiro Nishida, Seiichi Gohshi, Shin-ichi Sakaida
Abstract: A novel method for reducing video noise by using wavelet shrinkage in the temporal-spatial
domain was devised and evaluated. In a temporal-spatial wavelet transform, static areas in a picture
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appear in a temporal low-frequency sub-band. In regards to this sub-band, the wavelet shrinkage can
use a high threshold value in a shrinkage function and attains good noise-reduction performance. On the
other hand, moving areas in a picture appear at the temporal high-frequency sub-band in a wavelet
transform. In this sub-band, the wavelet shrinkage cannot use a high threshold value, so a combined
algorithm with a spatial-median filter is used. The noise-reduction performance of the proposed method
was confirmed by a subjective evaluation, which showed that the quality of the noise-reduced images
produced by the devised method is superior to that produced by traditional noise-reduction
methods.

Novel Inverse Colorization for Image Compression
Takamichi Miyata, Yuuki Komiyama, Yoshinori Sakai, Yasuhiro Inazumi
Abstract: Colorization is the process that restores colors on a gray-scale image from user-generated
color-assignation information. A novel approach to image compression has recently been proposed that
extracts such color assignation from an input color image (we called this inverse colorization). Previous
studies on inverse colorization have represented color assignation as a set of color points. However, in
regions with flat color and fluctuating luminance, numerous color points are needed to correctly resore the
color. Therefore, we propose a novel method of inverse colorization that represents color assignation in a
more human-like manner -- as a set of color line segments. To extract the minimum necessary line
segments from an input image, iterative updating of tentative color assignation was introduced.
The experimental results revealed that our proposed method can drastically suppress color information
compared to either conventional inverse colorization or JPEG.

Optical Flow Based DC Surface Compensation for Artifacts Reduction
Xin Jin, Satoshi Goto, King Ngi Ngan
Abstract: The block-based prediction, transform and quantization reduce the redundancy in video data
efficiently. However, the blocking artifacts are introduced because of quantization error and prediction
scheme. Even if the de-blocking filter is applied like that designed in H.264 and AVS, the blocking
artifacts are still visible especially in videos with smooth area coded at low bit-rate. In this paper, an
optical flow based technique is proposed to further reduce the blocking artifacts by compensating the DC
surfaces of the decoded images using joint optimization of optical flow and edge difference. The proposed
algorithm automatically classifies the macroblocks in the decoded images according to their texture
feature and endures the smooth area with smooth brightness variation by minimizing the joint function of
optical flow magnitude and edge smoothness. It produces a more pleasing image without
over-filtering, which can be further applied as an in loop filter for video coding.

Demosaicing Algorithm Based on Color Correlation
Heechang Kim, Taeyoung Jung, Sanjun Park, Jechang Jeong
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Abstract: Most commercial digital still cameras use a single sensor array (e.g., CMOS or CCD) with
color filter array (CFA) to reduce the cost and size. Since the image obtained with CFA has only one
color value per pixel, the demosaicing is needed to acquire missing two color values. Although many
demosaicing methods have been proposed, they still have artifacts such as rainbow and zippering
artifact. In this paper, we propose the simple demosaicing algorithm using tendency of neighbor pixels
with the enhanced weighting function. In the experimental results, our algorithm shows much better
subjective qualities of the images than conventional demosaicing algorithm and improves objective
qualities.

New Edge-guided Interpolation Algorithm Based on Weighted Edge Pattern
Analysis
Joohyeok Kim, Soonjong Jin, Hyunwoo Lee, Jechang Jeong
Abstract: Most of previous interpolation methods cannot consider the sufficient edge information, and
that result in unwanted artifacts. To remove or reduce the problem effectively, we propose a new image
interpolation scheme based on Weighted Edge Pattern Analysis (WEPA). Proposed algorithm finds the
accurate edge direction at current pixel by using the Spatial Direction Vector (SDV) which is result of
WEPA of the neighboring pixels. After direction refinement, we interpolate the current pixel along
obtained final SDV direction. Experimental results show that the proposed method exhibits a better
performance than previous methods in both objective and subjective results with a variety of still images.

Enhanced Reconstruction of AVC//H.264 Intra Video Based on Motion
Compensated Temporal Filtering and Total-Variation Regularization
Keiichi Chono, Yuzo Senda
Abstract: This paper proposes an enhanced reconstruction method of AVC/H.264 intra video based on
Motion Compensated Temporal Filtering (MCTF) and Total-Variation (TV) regularization. The MCTF
attenuates temporal fluctuations in block transform coefficient values of individual decoded video frames
on the basis of Motion Estimation (ME). However, the attenuated block transform coefficients lead to
spatial discontinuities on the associated image area. The TV regularization technique reduces the spatial
discontinuities, and also suppresses quantization noises of the image edge vicinities that are supposed to
belong to a smooth object while keeping the image edge sharpness. The proposed reconstruction method
thus enhances the quality of decoded video frames degraded by flicker artifacts and ringing noises.
Simulation results show that the proposed method improves the subjective video quality of AVC/H.264
intra video, and the attainable bit rate up to 16.1% at the same objective video quality.

A Novel Fast DCT Coefficient Scan Architecture
Da An, Xin Tong, Bingqiang Zhu, Yun He
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Abstract: This paper proposes a novel, fast, highly-parallel and configurable architecture for zigzag scan
and optional scans in multiple video coding standards, including H.261, MPEG-1,2,4, H.264/AVC, and
AVS. Arbitrary scan patterns could be supported by configuring the ROM data, and the proposed
architecture can largely reduce the processing cycles. This makes it possible to integrate the scan unit into
the transform pipeline stage, thus mode decision could be more efficient. The scanning process is divided
into 2 pipeline stages. By introducing parallelism, Phase1 generates all temporary-Runs of an 8x8 block
in 16 cycles. In Phase2 the number of cycles used to output the final (Run, Level) pairs is equal to the
total number of the nonzero coefficients in a block. The experimental results show the proposed
architecture is able to reduce up to 80% of total scanning cycles on average.
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Poster Session – 6: New applications and Techniques
Time: 15:45 – 17:15
Location: Pre-function Area

HDTV Video Compression for Professional Studio Applications
Patrick Lopez, Philippe Guillotel
Abstract: This paper addresses the issue of video compression within professional studio environments.
In particular, the study concerns the degradation of the video quality in the case of successive
encoding/decoding operations in the presence of pixel shifting to reflect some processing that may occur
during the production workflow. The three codecs currently discussed within the professional community
have been considered, namely JPEG2000, h.264/MPEG-4 AVC and DIRAC, and applied to HDTV 4:2:2
10 bits contents. The main contribution of the proposed paper is to provide inputs for professional video
studios to select appropriate technologies for their business. By stressing the different encoders, it also
underlines the limitations or difficulties some schemes may have compared to the others. Finally, some
interesting perspectives are proposed to improve the requirements for possible future encoding schemes.

Nonparametric Least Squares Regression for Image Reconstruction on the Sphere
Tamara Tosic, Ivana Tosic, Pascal Frossard
Abstract: This paper addresses the problem of interpolating signals defined on a 2-d sphere from nonuniform samples. We present an interpolation method based on locally weighted linear and nonlinear
regression, which takes into account the differences in importance of neighboring samples for signal
reconstruction. We show that for optimal kernel function variance, the proposed method performs
interpolation more accurately than the nearest neighbor method, especially in noisy conditions. Moreover,
this method does not have memory limitations which set the upper bound on the possible interpolation
points number.

Scan-based Wavelet Transform for Huge 3D Volume Data
Anis Meftah, Marc Antonini
Abstract: This paper introduces an efficient method to compute the wavelet transform for huge 3D
volume data like seismic data or 3D medical images with minimum resources. This method consists in a
local data processing while reducing considerably the memory requirements. The resulting wavelet
transform is identical to the one obtained if the whole 3D object was stored in memory. Experimental
results show that the proposed method permits to reduce the memory requirements to the minimum with a
low computation time due to the low complexity algorithm.
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Automatic Pixel Predictor Construction Using an Evolutionary Method
Seishi TAKAMURA, Masaaki Matsumura, Yoshiyuki YASHIMA
Abstract: Evolutionary methods based on genetic programming (GP) enable dynamic algorithm
generation, and have been successfully applied to many areas such as plant control, robot control, and
stock market prediction. However, conventional image/video coding methods such as JPEG and H.264 all
use fixed (non-dynamic) algorithms without exception. In this article, we introduce a GP-based image
predictor that is specifically evolved for each input image. Preliminary results demonstrate 1.4 % and 1.7
% entropy reduction (overhead included) against the optimal linear predictor and CALIC’s gradient
adjusted predictor, respectively.

Data-Driven Image Completion by Image Patch Subspaces
Hossein Mobahi, Shankar R. Rao, Yi Ma
Abstract: We develop a new method for image completion on images with large missing regions. We
assume that similar patches form low dimensional clusters in the image space where each cluster can be
approximated by a (degenerate) Gaussian. We use sparse representation for subspace detection and then
compute the most probable completion. Our results show almost no blurring or blocking effects. In
addition, both the texture and structure of the missing regions look realistic to the human eye.

A Digital Cinema Playback System Compliant with the DCI Specification
Zhen-Song Wang, Ling Li, Xi-Shuang Wang, Ke Zhang, Kai Wang, Ping Yao, Wen-Dong Cao,
Huang-Hui Shen
Abstract: With the digital technology developments, Digital Cinema outperforms traditional films and
attracts the movie industry. The first edition Digital Cinema System Specification was released by Digital
Cinema Initiatives, LLC (DCI) in 2005, which advances the Digital Cinema development. We have
developed a Digital Cinema Playback system compliant with the DCI Specification. It can extract and
play the 2K-resolution component from the 2K/4K DCP (Digital Cinema Package) files at 24 fps, and
support an up to 350Mbps video streaming service. Connected to Barco projector and Dolby
digital device, this system can display the standard fully or partially encrypted test materials fluently and
correctly. The synchronization of audio and video meets the DCI Specification.

Gaussian Scale-Space Features for Semi-Fragile Image Authentication
Mathias Schlauweg, Erika Müller
Abstract: In this paper, we propose a new robust image hashing approach to be used for semi-fragile
image authentication. We use a texture-based feature, the so-called gray-level blob in Gaussian scalespace, which is invariant to scaling, rotation, and translation. It is associated with the image content
and thus independent of image geometry. Furthermore, we show that our new approach is robust against a
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variety of signal processing operations, such as lossy compression, contrast and luminance enhancement,
blurring, sharpening as well as noise adding.

Low Complexity Algorithm for Spatially Varying Transforms
Cixun Zhang, Kemal Ugur, Jani Lainema, Antti Hallapuro, Moncef Gabbouj
Abstract: In our previous work, we introduced Spatially Varying Transforms (SVT) for video coding,
where the location of the transform block within the macroblock is not fixed but varying. SVT has lower
decoding complexity compared to standard methods as only a portion of the prediction error needs to be
decoded. However, the encoding complexity of SVT can be relatively high because of the need to
perform Rate Distortion Optimization (RDO) for each candidate Location Parameter (LP). In this work,
we propose a low complexity algorithm operating on macroblock and block level to reduce the encoding
complexity of SVT. The proposed low complexity algorithm includes selection of available candidate LP
based on motion difference and a hierarchical search algorithm. Experimental results show that the
proposed low complexity algorithm can reduce around 80% of the candidate LP tested in RDO with only
marginal penalty in coding efficiency.

Variable-length Code Basd on an Order Complexity
Soongi Hong, Minyoung Eom, Yoonsik Choe
Abstract: In this paper, we introduce new codeword sets based on order complexity (OC) which
measures uncertainty of the order having each permutation string. The proposed codeword sets are
generated by two procedures: Indexing and B-transform. Indexing is that a smaller positive integer is
mapped to a permutation string whose $OC$ is lower. B-transform plays role of generating a binary string
from the permutation string on reflecting the OC, that is, low OC is represented by short binary strings
and high OC is represented by long binary strings. The sets of these binary strings are our proposed
codeword sets (B-codes). The B-codes are the uniquely decipherable complete variable length codeword
sets and have shorter codeword length than most other variable length codes for values of 4 or more for
the finite integers.

A Multiscale Framework for Compressive Sensing of Video
Jae Young Park, Michael B. Wakin
Abstract: Compressive Sensing (CS) allows the highly efficient acquisition of many signals that could
be difficult to capture or encode using conventional methods. From a relatively small number of random
measurements, a high-dimensional signal can be recovered if it has a sparse or near-sparse
representation in a basis known to the decoder. In this paper, we consider the application of CS to video
signals in order to lessen the sensing and compression burdens in single- and multi-camera imaging
systems. In standard video compression, motion compensation and estimation techniques have led to
improved sparse representations that are more easily compressible; we adapt these techniques
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for the problem of CS recovery. Using a coarse-to-fine reconstruction algorithm, we alternate between the
tasks of motion estimation and motion-compensated wavelet-domain signal recovery. We demonstrate
that our algorithm allows the recovery of video sequences from fewer measurements than either frameby-frame or inter-frame difference recovery methods.

Second Order Prediction on H.264/AVC
Shangwen Li, Sijia Chen, Jianpeng Wang, Lu Yu,
Abstract: Based on a relatively simple motion assumption, the technique of motion-compensated
prediction will result in large residue when dealing with video contents containing complex motions. To
achieve higher coding efficiency, this paper presents a method named Second Order Prediction (SOP)
to exploit remaining signal correlation after motion-compensated prediction. Demonstration and analysis
on the SOP concept are provided along with its technical details. Experimental results show that the
proposed SOP can outperform H.264/AVC P-picture coding 10.28% bit-rate saving under the same
PSNR.

Distributed Video Coding using Compressive Sampling
Josep Prades-Nebot, Yi Ma, Thomas Huang
Abstract: In this paper, we propose a new Distributed Video Coding (DVC) algorithm based on
Compressive Sampling principles. Our encoding algorithm transmits a set of measurements of every
frame block. Using these measurements, the decoder finds an approximation of each block as a
linear combination of a small number of blocks in previously transmitted frames. Thanks to the simplicity
of the encoding, our algorithm can be useful in those video applications that require very low complex
encoders. However, our algorithm is less efficient than another state-of-the-art DVC technique.

Video Coding for the Mobile Capture of Higher Dynamic Range Image Sequences
Andrew Segall, Jie Zhao, Ron Rubinstein
Abstract: This paper is concerned with the problem of capturing higher dynamic range video with a
mobile device. We assume the mobile device has a standard (or low) dynamic range image sensor, and
that the device is constrained by power and processing capability. To address these issues, we develop a
system that captures a video sequence containing time varying exposure settings, encodes this sequence
without modification, and then transmits the sequence to a decoder. The bit-stream is constructed so that
legacy decoding devices only decode a single exposure setting while advanced devices decode multiple
exposure settings and then use the decoded data to reconstruct a higher dynamic range image sequence.

A Framework for Fully Configurable Video Coding
Iain Richardson, Chaminda Kannangara, Maja Bystrom, James Philp
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Abstract: Video coding solutions based on fixed, pre-defined video coding standards have certain
limitations. Dynamic re-configuration has the potential to offer greater rate-distortion performance than
fixed codecs, making it possible to rapidly implement new algorithms and efficiently support multiple
coding formats on a single platform. In this paper we describe a framework for dynamic re-configuration
of video codecs, Fully Configurable Video Coding, in which new or modified decoder designs are
generated, transmitted and implemented by a Universal Video Decoder. We present initial results of a
real-time software prototype.
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Opening Session:
Time: 08:15 – 8:30
Location: Salon A-D

Plenary Session – 2: The Promise of 4G and Path to the Converged
Home
Time: 08:30 – 9:30
Location: Salon A-D
Speaker: James Brailean

Special Session – 2: Multiview and 3D Video Coding
Time: 09:45 – 11:45
Location: Salon A-D
Chair: Anthony Vetro

09:45

Coding Techniques in Multiview Video Coding and Joint Multiview
Video Model
Ying Chen, Miska Hannuksela, Ling Zhu, Antti Hallapuro, Moncef Gabbouj,
Houqiang Li

Abstract: Since early 2006, Joint Video Team has been devoting on the development of Multiview
Video Coding (MVC) standard as an extension of H.264/AVC. This MVC standard has been finalized in
2008. During the standardization of MVC, there was also a project namely Joint Multiview Video Model
(JMVM), which focused on the advanced coding tools that are potentially useful. Those coding tools
adopted into JMVM, including illumination compensation and motion skip, have not been added into
MVC specification. In this paper, coding techniques in MVC as well as the tools in JMVM are described
and discussed, focusing on the coding efficiency.

10:10

An Overview of Available and Emerging 3D Video Formats and Depth
Enhanced Stereo as Efficient Generic Solution
Aljoscha Smolic, Karsten Mueller, Philipp Merkle, Peter Kauff, Thomas Wiegand

Abstract: Recently, popularity of 3D video has been growing significantly and it may turn into a home
user mass market in the near future. However, diversity of 3D video content formats is still hampering
wide success. An overview of available and emerging 3D video formats and standards is given, which are
mostly related to specific types of applications and 3D displays. This includes conventional stereo video,
multiview video, video plus depth, multiview video plus depth and layered depth video. Features and
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limitations are explained. Finally, depth enhanced stereo (DES) is introduced as a flexible, generic, and
efficient 3D video format that can unify all others and serve as universal 3D video format in the future.

10:35

Frameworks for FTV Coding
Masayuki Tanimoto, Menno Wildeboer

Abstract: We have developed a new type of television named FTV (Free viewpoint TV). FTV is an
innovative media that enables us to view a 3D scene by freely changing our viewpoints. FTV will be
widely used since it is an ultimate 3DTV, a natural interface between human and environment, and an
innovative tool to create new types of content and art. FTV has been contributing to the standardization of
MVC (Multi-view Video Coding) and 3DV (3D Video) at MPEG. MVC is the first phase of FTV and
3DV is the second phase of FTV. An FTV system can be constructed in various ways, but typically
includes multiple viewpoint video capture, image correction, depth estimation, coding/decoding
and view interpolation. Coding is related to view generation in FTV. In this paper, 4 frameworks for FTV
coding are discussed and an FTV data format as a combination of FTV data units is proposed.

11:00

Multi-Layered Coding of Depth for Virtual View Synthesis
Sehoon Yea, Anthony Vetro

Abstract: It is well-known that large depth-coding errors typically occurring around depth edge areas
lead to distorted object boundaries in the synthesized texture images. This paper proposes a multi-layered
coding approach for depth images as a complement to the popular edge-aware approaches such as those
based on platelets. It is shown that guaranteeing a near-lossless bound on the depth values around
the edges by adding extra enhancement layers is an effective way to improve the visual quality of the
synthesized images.

11:25

Shape-Adaptive Wavelet Encoding of Depth Maps
Mathieu Maitre, Minh N. Do

Abstract: We present a novel depth-map codec aimed at free-viewpoint 3DTV. The proposed codec
relies on a shape-adaptive wavelet transform and an explicit representation of the locations of major depth
edges. Unlike classical wavelet transforms, the shape-adaptive transform generates small wavelet
coefficients along depth edges, which greatly reduces the data entropy. The wavelet transform is
implemented by shape-adaptive lifting, which enables fast computations and perfect reconstruction. We
also develop a novel rate-constrained edge detection algorithm, which integrates the idea of significance
bitplanes into the Canny edge detector. Along with a simple chain code, it provides an efficient way to
extract and encode edges. Experimental results on synthetic and real data confirm the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm, with PSNR gains of 5dB and more over the Middlebury dataset.
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Panel Session – 2: Multiview and 3D Video Coding Estimation
Time: 11:45 – 12:45
Location: Salon A-D
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Poster Session – 7: Quality Assessment, Rate Control, and Motion
Estimation
Time: 14:00 – 15:30
Location: Illinois River

Joint Block Motion Estimation in H.264/AVC
Krit Panusopone, Jae Hoon Kim, Limin Wang
Abstract: Traditionally, block-based motion estimation (ME) searches for the best motion vector (MV)
for one block at a time based upon a pre-defined ME cost. The ME cost is often a function of the best MV
and its predictor (MVP). In H.264/AVC, MVP of a block is calculated from MVs of its neighboring
blocks in the past. Therefore, the ME decision of a current block is affected by the neighboring blocks in
the past, and in turn, it also affects the ME results of the neighboring blocks in the future. In this paper,
we propose a joint ME process that searches for the best MVs for a group of blocks, which takes the
interdependence of MVs into account. The proposed method smoothes MV fields and improves coding
efficiency.

An Improved R-D Optimized Motion Estimation Method for Video Coding
Alireza Aminlou, Mojtaba Farmani, Mahmoud Reza Hashemi, Omid Fatemi
Abstract: Motion estimation is one of the key tools to achieve a very low bit rate in video coding. The
selection of optimum motion vectors (MV) has a significant impact on the quality of the resulted
compressed video, in Rate-Distortion (R-D) sense. The established method uses the Lagrange multiplier
to optimally select the MV for each block. However, it does not consider the effect of residual coding at
the same time with the effect of MVs. In this paper, we have considered the effect of residual coding in
motion vector (MV) selection with modeling motion estimation and residual coding as independent
processes which results in a new optimization condition. It is based on local optimization, which is the bit
allocation between motion estimation and residual coding, and global optimization, which is the bit
allocation among different blocks. The proposed motion estimation algorithm results in a PSNR
improvement of 0.5–3.0 dB when it is used in the H.264 standard with block size of 4x4.

Effective Multi-Frame Motion Estimation Method for H.264
Hyunwoo Lee, Jongmin Ryu, Seyoung Lee, Jechang Jeong
Abstract: In order to achieve a high coding gain, the H.264 video coding standard allows one or more
reference frames. However, this greatly increases the computational burden in proportion to the number
of the searched reference frames. Therefore, we propose a method to reduce the complexity by selecting
the proper reference frames. The proposed algorithm uses the optimal reference frame information in both
the P16×16 mode and the adjacent blocks, thus decreasing any unnecessary searching process in the inter
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modes except for P16×16. Experimental results show that the proposed method considerably saves
coding time with negligible quality and bit-rate difference. It can also be adopted with any of the existing
motion estimation algorithms to obtain additional performance improvement.

Window-level Rate Control for Smooth Picture Quality and Smooth Buffer
Occupancy
Long Xu, Zhihang Wang, Lei Deng, Xiangyang Ji, Debin Zhao, Wen Gao
Abstract: Traditionally, rate control consists of bit allocation and QP decision on R-QP model. In bit
allocation, target bits is further confined if buffer overflows. Meanwhile, rate control should also
give as smooth as possible picture quality. However, there is no explicit relationship between picture
quality and encoding parameters, so the coding result on picture quality is usually unpredictable and
uncontrollable. On the condition of smooth picture quality, the smooth buffer occupancy is preferable
certainly. In our work, we first proposed a window model formulating the size of window and
variations of picture quality and buffer occupancy. Thus, given the constraint on picture quality and
buffer occupancy, the compliant coding result about them can be expected employing window model.
Second, a window-level rate distortion (R-D) model inspired by the traditional rho-domain model is
introduced. Lastly, the evaluation of our proposal is presented with elaborate experiments.

A Cauchy-density-Based
Environments

Rate

Controller

for

H.264/AVC

in

Low-delay

Oscar del-Ama-Esteban, Sergio Sanz-Rodriguez, Manuel de-Frutos-Lopez, Fernando Diaz-deMaria
Abstract: The accuracy of the Cauchy probability density function for modeling of the discrete cosine
transform coefficient distribution has already been proved for the frame layer of the rate control
subsystem of a hybrid video coder. Nevertheless, in some specific applications operating in real-time lowdelay environments, a basic unit layer is recommended in order to provide a good trade-off between
quality and delay control. In this paper, a novel basic unit bit allocation for H.264/AVC is proposed based
on a simplified Cauchy probability density function source modeling. The experimental results show that
the proposed algorithm improves the average peak signalto-noise ratio in 0.28 and 0.35 dB with respect to
two well-known rate control schemes, while maintaining similar peak signal-to-noise ratio standard
deviation and buffer occupancy evolution.

An Early Mode Decision Algorithm for H.264 Optimization
Chaoke Pei, Shuyuan Yang, Li Gao, Weipeng Ma
Abstract: The H.264 standard provides significantly high compression efficiency with multiple block
size Motion Estimation adopted. However, the encoding time of Motion Estimation and Discrete Cosine
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Transform is dramatically increased as a result. An early mode decision algorithm is proposed in this
paper to control the computation complexity. It derives a threshold to make mode decisions in advance.
Experimental results show that 75.11% encoding time and 84.25% Motion estimation time can be saved
on average with little PSNR dropped.

Statistical Analysis of Thresholding Errors For Adaptive Projection-Based Fast
Block Matching Motion Estimation
Jing Cai, W. David Pan
Abstract: Fast and accurate block-based motion estimation (BME) is desired in many video coding
systems. By conducting block matching in lower dimensional projection space, followed by candidate
exclusion through thresholding, projection-based BME (PBME) methods can run several times faster than
the exhaustive full search method, with little loss in accuracy. In PBME methods, the appropriate
choice of threshold is critical, as the threshold controls the important tradeoffs between complexity and
accuracy. In the literature, PBME methods rely on fixed thresholds that were chosen on an ad hoc basis.
This paper provides an in-depth analysis of errors due to thresholding in PBME, based on
the sum absolute difference (SAD) as the matching criterion. A new PBME method is proposed that can
adaptively select thresholds according to a target probability of error. Simulation results show that this
adaptive method can offer highly scalable complexity/accuracy tradeoffs desired in many fast BME
algorithms.

Motion Estimation Algorithm For Scalable Hardware Implementation
Jacek Konieczny, Adam Luczak
Abstract: Motion estimation is an indispensable stage of motion pictures encoding used in all common
video coding standards, such as MPEG-2 [3] or AVC [4]. At the same time it is the most complex
operation both in software and hardware implementation of an encoder that makes the choice of the
appropriate motion estimation algorithm crucial in terms of increasing the entire coding process
efficiency. This should be taken into consideration especially in case of real time processing. In this
paper, a novel scalable multilevel algorithm for motion estimation is proposed. It is a fast motion
estimation algorithm, using the block-matching mechanism, provided the motion vectors accuracy equal
¼ of the sampling period. Proposed algorithm is modular and scalable. First feature enables structure
scalability, second provides mechanism to control of clock cycles number spend for motion estimation
process. As a result the global clock-rate required for real-time processing can be adjusted.

MPEG2 Video Parameter and No Reference PSNR Estimation
Huiying Li, SØren Forchhammer
Abstract: MPEG coded video may be processed for quality assessment or postprocessed to reduce
coding artifacts or transcoded. Utilizing information about the MPEG stream may be useful for these
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tasks. This paper deals with estimating MPEG parameter information from the decoded video stream
without access to the MPEG stream. This may be used in systems and applications where the coded
stream is not accessible. Detection of MPEG I-frames and DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) block size is
presented. For the I-frames, the quantization parameters are estimated. Combining these with statistics of
the reconstructed DCT coefficients, the PSNR is estimated from the decoded video without reference
images. Tests on decoded fixed rate MPEG2 sequences demonstrate perfect detection rates and good
performance of the PSNR estimation.

Curvelet Based No-reference Objective Image Quality Assessment
Ji Shen, Qin Li, Gordon Erlebacher
Abstract: In this paper, we propose a new general Quality Assessment method based on the curvelet
transform, called Curvelet No-Reference (CNR) model, which can estimate levels of noise, blur and
JPEG 2000 compression of natural images. The peak coordinate of the curvelet coefficient histogram
occupies distinctive regions depending on how the image was modified from the original. During
training, we associate peak positions with known filter levels. In the prediction stage, the filter levels of
new images are estimated from the training data, with no access to the reference images. We tested CNR
both on our own image dataset and on LIVE [4]. Results demonstrate that CNR does a better job at
predicting noise and blur levels among several methods, including SSIM [1] and PSNR. We also present
an accelerated version of CNR that does not sacrifice prediction accuracy on natural images.

Comparison of Lossy Compression Performance on Natural Color Images
Nikolay Ponomarenko, Vladimir Lukin, Karen Egiazarian, Edward Delp
Abstract: In estimation of the efficiency for lossy image compression methods, standard sets of test
images are commonly used. This allows the comparison of new techniques to existing methods without
having to actually implement the existing technique. However, this does not allow adequate evaluation of
the performance of the methods for compressing natural images. In this paper, we analyze the efficiency
of a set of lossy compression techniques (JPEG, JPEG2000, HD Photo and ADCTC) using a set of
images obtained by three consumer quality digital cameras.

Video Quality Equalization based on an Estimated MOS using a Very Large-Size
Buffer
Toshiyuki Yoshida
Abstract: Video quality encoded in a constant bitrate generally varies from scene to scene due to nonstationary nature of frame activity and motion. This paper thus proposes an equalization technique for
video quality, where the bitrate for each scene is controlled to reduce the quality fluctuation over scenes.
The equalization is performed on an estimation of the mean opinion score (EMOS) rather than PSNR
which is not suitable for comparing video quality of different scenes. It is assumed that a large coding
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latency is acceptable to realize a bit budget trading over scenes, and that a very large-size buffer is
available for reducing the bitrate fluctuation. Experimental results show that a buffer with a size of about
10 second is necessary to efficiently absorb the quality and bitrate fluctuations.

Video Outage Detection: Algorithm and Evaluation
Amy R. Reibman, Allan R. Wilks
Abstract: We present a Video Outage Detection Algorithm (VODA) that detects catastrophic failures in
video systems by mimicking human behavior. VODA uses a continuity detector for video, audio, and
motion, along with blackness, silence, and stillness detection. An outage is declared when all individual
features exhibit a sudden drop; an alarm is generated when an outage lasts over two seconds. We analyze
the performance of VODA on a large corpus of movie and TV episodes, and we show it has good
performance when applied to over 160 hours of recorded broadcast TV.

A Novel Perceptual Quality Metric for Video Compression
Abharana Bhat, Iain Richardson, Chaminda S Kannangara
Abstract: Modern video compression systems make optimum coding decisions based on rate-distortion
performance. Typically the distortion is evaluated as a mathematical error measurement, such as mean
squared error (MSE), between the original and compressed video sequences. However, simple automatic
error measurements such as MSE do not correlate well with perceptual quality, leading to sub-optimal
coding decisions. In this paper we present a new subjective video quality metric that predicts subjective
quality of compressed video using temporal and spatial masking information and the MSE between the
original and compressed video sequences. The results show that this metric can predict perceptual quality
with significantly higher correlation compared to popular metrics such as PSNR, VSSIM and PSNRplus.
This algorithm is particularly useful for real-time, accurate perceptual video quality
estimation in video applications because all the parameters of the metric can be calculated with a minimal
amount of processing overhead.
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Poster Session – 8: Still Image and Region-of-Interest Coding
Time: 14:00 – 15:30
Location: Mississippi 1 and 2

Reweighted Compressive Sampling for Image Compression
Yi Yang, Oscar Au, Lu Fang, Xing Wen, Weiran Tang
Abstract: Compressive Sampling (CS), is an emerging theory which points us a promising direction of
designing novel efficient data compression techniques. However, the conventional CS adopts a nondiscriminated sampling scheme which usually gives poor performance on realistic complex signals. In
this paper we propose a reweighted Compressive Sampling for image compression. It introduces a
weighting scheme into the conventional CS framework whose coefficients are determined in encoding
side according to the statistics of image signals. Experimental results demonstrate that our proposed
method notably outperforms the conventional Compressive Sampling framework in coding performance
in the sense that the reconstruction quality is greatly enhanced with same number of measurements and
computational complexity.

Region-of-Interest Based Dynamical Parameter Allocation for H.264/AVC Encoder
Minghui Wang, Tianruo Zhang, Chen Liu, Satoshi Goto
Abstract: Since H.264 is a high performance coding standard in with high computational requirements,
it is hard to implement on portable devices. According to the human visual system (HVS) research,
human eyes can only focus on one area in a frame, which is called region-of-interest (ROI). This
phenomenon gives a chance to code all macroblocks unequally. In this work, the ROI is detected using
texture contrast and motion features. This detector uses a simple scheme to meet the low power
requirement of portable application. After getting ROI, coding parameters, in terms of search ranges, and
valid modes, are allocated in ROI and non-ROI respectively. This strategy reduces the coding complexity
and keeps the visual quality. The ROI detector and the encoder are designed to be decoding-friendly and
hardware-friendly.

Lossless Image Compression Using Super-spatial Prediction of Structural
Components
Xiwen Zhao, Zhihai He
Abstract: We recognize that the key challenge in image compression is to efficiently represent and
encode high-frequency image structural components, such as edges, patterns, and textures. Existing image
compression schemes attempt to predict image data using its spatial neighborhood. In this work, we
develop an efficient image compression scheme based on super-spatial prediction of
structural units. This so-called super-spatial prediction breaks this neighborhood constraint, attempting to
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find an optimal prediction of structural components within the whole image domain. We consider only
lossless image compression. Our extensive experimental results demonstrate that the proposed scheme is
very competitive and even outperforms the state-of-the-art image compression methods.

A ROI Quality Adjustable Rate Control Scheme for Low Bitrate Video Coding
Ling Yang, Li Zhang, Siwei Ma, Debin Zhao
Abstract: This paper proposed a novel Region of Interest (ROI) based rate control algorithm for video
communication systems, in which the subjective quality of ROI can be adjusted according to users’
requirements. In the proposed scheme, in order to analyze the relationship between subjective quality
and encoding parameters, a Structural Similarity Index Map – quantization parameter (SSIM-QP) model
is established. Through this relation, the possible visual quality range of ROI is defined according to the
range of ROI QP, which is predicted by rate control algorithm. Then, with interest levels being identified
within the visual quality range, resources allocated to ROI is determined. Finally, considering both the
quality of ROI and the entire frame, resource allocation is slightly adjusted. Experimental results
demonstrate that the subjective visual quality of ROI in our proposed scheme can be adjustable improved
compared to the existing rate control algorithms.

A New Intra Prediction method using Channel Correlations for the H.264/AVC
Intra Coding
Sang Heon Lee, Jae Won Moon, Jae Woan Byun, Nam Ik Cho
Abstract: This paper introduces a new intra prediction algorithm that exploits the correlations between
the color channels, for the H.264/AVC intra coding. The main idea is to use the weighted sum of
neighboring pixels as a new chroma prediction tool, where the weighting coefficients are determined
considering the inter-channel correlations. Specifically the weighting coefficients are determined under
the assumption that the similarity of a chrominance channel intensity increases as the distance of the
luminance channel intensity decreases. The proposed method is added to the conventional chroma
prediction modes with a little modification in the chroma prediction mode binarization. The experiments
show that the proposed method provides up to 1.0dB gain for the color-abundant images.

Generalized Lifting with Adaptive Local PDF Estimation for Image Coding
Julio C. Rolón, Eduardo MendonÇa, Philippe Salembier
Abstract: In this paper we introduce an adaptive local pdf estimation strategy for the construction of
Generalized Lifting (GL) mappings in the wavelet domain. Our approach consists in trying to estimate the
local pdf of the wavelet coefficients conditioned to a context formed by neighboring coefficients. To
this end, we search in a small causal window for similar contexts. This strategy is independent of the
wavelet filters used to transform the image. Experimental results exhibit interesting gains in terms of
energy reduction comparable to those obtained in [8]. In order to take benefit from this energy
reduction, specific entropy encoder should be designed in the future.
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Ultra High Resolution Image Coding and ROI Viewing using Line-based Backward
Coding of Wavelet Trees (L-BCWT)
Jiangling Guo, Bryan Hughes, Sunanda Mitra, Brian Nutter
Abstract: Viewing high quality regions of interest (ROI) from compressed bit streams of high resolution
images is a desirable but an extremely challenging task. Currently available image formats for such
viewing commonly use tile based compression and suffer from tile-boundary artifacts and increasing
memory requirement for keeping redundant scaled-down versions of the original image to provide the
progressive-of-resolution feature. We present here a novel line-based backward coding of wavelet trees
(L-BCWT) that has been specifically designed to address these difficulties. With this new L-BCWT, only
a fraction of the compressed image data is read into memory and decoded at any given time with ROI and
progressive-of-resolution capabilities. Performance of L-BCWT is demonstrated with histology images of
the order of billion- pixels or multi- gigabytes of raw data.

Lossy Coding of Ordered Dither Images Comparison of Dispersed Dither and
Clustered Dither
Fumitaka Ono, Makoto Kitamura
Abstract: The lossy compression performance of two different ordering schemes: dispersed dither type
and clustered dither type, are studied and compared. For lossy coding of ordered dither images, two
methods; multi-level lossy image coding (LML) with post-processing of ordered dithering and
transmission of the number of black pixels in a block of bi-level pixels (BPN), with two kind of bit rates,
corresponding to two block sizes (2x2pixels and 4x4pixels) are examined. Concerning dither types, not
much difference was found in entropy and also in image quality for 4x4 lossy case, but Bayer dithering
works slightly better than screen dithering for 2x2 cases. Concerning the comparison of LML and BPN,
BPN shows subjectively better picture quality than LML in 2x2 cases and the PSNR of Inverse Halftone
(IH) images of restored bi-level images to the IH images of lossless halftone images is found to well
reflect the subjective impression.

Tree-based Wavelets for Image Coding: Orthogonalization and Tree Selection
Godwin Shen, Antonio Ortega
Abstract: In this work we consider the design of the lifting filters and trees used in a separable treebased wavelet transform. We first consider the use of improved prediction filters, optimized to represent
more efficiently smooth signals for arbitrary tree structures. We then consider the design of update filters
that are orthogonal to neighboring prediction operators. While the corresponding decomposition is not
fully orthogonal, near orthogonality between prediction and update operators leads to significant
improvements in energy compaction. Finally we consider the design of trees that (i) avoid filtering across
discontinuities in an image to reduce the amount of high frequency energy, while (ii) maintaining some
regularity in the downsampled grids over multiple levels of decomposition in order to achieve good
spatial localization of filtering.
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Simple Bit-Plane Coding for Lossless Image Compression and Extended
Functionalities
Hongbin Liu, Siwei Ma, Debin Zhao, Hisakazu Kikuchi, Kunio Funahashi, Shogo Muramatsu
Abstract: A simple lossy-to-lossless bit-plane coding of still images is presented to integrate several
functionality extensions including selective tile partitioning, progressive transmission, ROI transmission,
accuracy scalability, and others. The mean squared error between the original image and a decoded image
at any progression level is known prior to encoding/decoding. The proposed bit-plane codec is
competitive with JPEG-LS and JPEG 2000 in the lossless compression of 8-bit grayscale and 24-bit color
images. The codec outperforms the existing standards in 8-bit color-quantized image compression.

New CAVLC Encoding Algorithm for Lossless Intra Coding IN H.264/AVC
Jin Heo, Seung-Hwan Kim, Yo-Sung Ho
Abstract: Context-based adaptive variable length coding (CAVLC) of H.264/AVC was originally
designed for quantized transform coefficients in lossy video coding, and as such does not yield adequate
performance in lossless video coding. In this paper, we propose an improved CAVLC for lossless intra
coding. Considering statistical differences of residual data in lossy and lossless coding, we design a new
CAVLC encoding algorithm. Experimental results show that the proposed method provides
approximately 7.6% bit savings, compared to the current H.264/AVC FRExt high profile.

Intra Prediction with Spatial Gradients and Multiple Reference Lines
Shohei Matsuo, Seishi Takamura, Yoshiyuki Yashima
Abstract: This paper proposes an improved intra prediction method for H.264/AVC. The conventional
method uses only adjoining pixels as reference pixels. The residual energy is increased if the decoded
pixels are occluded, which would result in low coding efficiency. In addition, the conventional prediction
method copies the same weighted prediction value to several of the pixels lying in the prediction
direction. However, if the original image exhibits gradations, the residual energy might be increased
which would also result in low coding efficiency. To handle these problems, we proposed, separately, two
improved methods. One allows the use of distant pixels as well as adjoining pixels. The other generates
prediction signals with a spatial gradient. This paper confirms the performance of the combination of the
two methods. Simulation results show that the combined method outperforms the proposed methods, in
isolation, at high bit-rates.

Efficient MB and Prediction Mode Decisions for Intra Prediction of H.264 High
Profile
Tao-Sheng Ou, Yi-Hsin Huang, Homer H. Chen
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Abstract: The rate-distortion optimization framework employed in H.264 for the selection of best
coding mode is computationally expensive, although it achieves remarkable coding efficiency. In this
paper, an integrated intra prediction algorithm for intra-frame coding of the H.264 High Profile is
proposed. It consists of two components: a variance-based method for macroblock mode decision and an
improved filter-based method for prediction mode decision using contextual information. The two
components can work independently or jointly to achieve higher efficiency. The integrated algorithm
achieves an average saving of 51.3% (maximum 66.0%) in encoding time for intra coded frames, with
negligible effect on PSNR and bitrate.
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Poster Session – 9: Distributed Coding
Time: 14:00 – 15:30
Location: Pre-function Area

Local Adaptive Learning and Fusion for Side Information Interpolation in
Distributed Video Coding
Xianming Liu, Yongbing Zhang, Yongpeng Li
Abstract: Motivated by theoretical analysis of the curve fitting problem based on equivalent kernel, in
this paper we propose a local adaptive learning and fusion model for side information interpolation in
distributed video coding. In the proposed model, each pixel in the interpolated frame is approximated as
the linear combination of samples within a local spatio-temporal window using kernel parameters as
weight. The size of training window can be adaptive to the motion characteristic of video, from samples
in which the kernel parameters can be locally learned. In order to further improve the quality of
interpolated frames, we introduce a belief-projection based fusion strategy with adaptive weights for
multiple interpolated results which are with the same time index. Experimental results demonstrate that
the proposed learning and fusion model is effective in performance for side information interpolation in
distributed video coding.

An Auto-Regressive Model for Checkboard Splitting based Wyner-Ziv Coding
Yongbing Zhang, Debin Zhao, Siwei Ma, Ronggang Wang, Wen Gao
Abstract: An auto-regressive (AR) based side information (SI) generation is proposed in this paper for
block based chessboard pattern Wyner-Ziv (WZ) coding, where each WZ frame is split into two sets at
encoder and then encoded separately. At the decoder, one set of the WZ frame will be firstly
reconstructed, and then proposed AR model is used to generate the SI of the other set, where each pixel is
generated as a linear weighted summation of pixels within two square windows in the previous and
following reconstructed WZ/key frames along the motion trajectory. To obtain high quality SI for the
second set, reconstructed pixels in the four neighboring blocks of the first set are employed to derive
accurate AR coefficients. Several experimental results demonstrate that the proposed AR model is able to
improve the quality of the SI for the second set of the WZ frame, which leads to the improvement of the
rate-distortion performance of the WZ coding.

Distributed Coding using Punctured Quasi-arithmetic Codes for Memory and
Memoryless Sources
Simon Malinowski, Xavi Artigas, Christine Guillemot, Luis Torres
Abstract: This paper considers the use of punctured quasi-arithmetic (QA) codes for the Slepian-Wolf
problem. These entropy codes are defined by finite state machines for memoryless and first-order
memory sources. Puncturing an entropy coded bit-stream leads to an ambiguity at the decoder side.
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The decoder makes use of a correlated version of the original in order to remove this ambiguity.
A complete DSC scheme based on QA encoding with side information at the decoder is presented.
The proposed scheme is adapted to memoryless and first-order memory sources. Simulation results reveal
that the proposed scheme is efficient in terms of decoding performance for short sequences
compared to well-known DSC using channel codes.

Improved Low Delay Distributed Video Coding
Hongbin Liu, Yongpeng Liu, Siwei Ma, Debin Zhao, Wen Gao
Abstract: This paper proposes an image partition based approach to enhance side information quality in
low delay distributed video coding (DVC). The proposed method employs a checkerboard pattern to
group blocks of the Wyner-Ziv frame into two sets, where one set is DPCM encoded and the other set is
DVC encoded. These two sets are encoded independently and decoded successively. At decoder, DPCM
set will be first reconstructed. Then the temporal concealment tool, such as boundary matching algorithm,
is performed to conceal blocks in the DVC set. An improved side information is subsequently obtained
for DVC set, based on which a higher compression can be achieved. Simulation results indicate that a
more promising performance can be achieved when compared with existing motion extrapolated
approach.

Practical Distributed Video Coding over Visual Sensors
Rami Halloush, Kiran Misra, Hayder Radha
Abstract: In this paper we describe a practical implementation of a distributed video codec deployed on
a real visual sensor platform, viz. the MicaZ/Cyclops platform. The codec supports two encoding
schemes, one employs Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and the other operates on raw pixels. DCT
scheme is more costly in terms of computational power consumption, on the other hand it leads to more
compression and hence less transmission power consumption. At the same time the DCT scheme may not
necessarily achieve minimal overall power consumption (computation and transmission). In this paper we
show that the choice of either scheme (DCT or pixel based) depends on the tolerable distortion and power
consumption. Results show that for a range of achievable video quality values the DCT scheme
demonstrates less overall power consumption. On the other hand for another range of video quality the
pixel scheme results in less overall power consumption.

Human Visual System Aware Decoding Strategies for Distributed Video Coding
SÖren Sofke, Ralph Hänsel, Erika Müller
Abstract: Distributed Video Coding (DVC) is a recent paradigm that offers emerging capabilities in
contradiction to the established conventional video coding techniques. Based on the Slepian-Wolf (SW)
and Wyner-Ziv (WZ) theorems, a DVC systemhas an outstanding low encoding complexity, by shifting
the computational complex process of correlation exploration to the decoder. The fundamental DVC
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architecture is organized to reach a competitive Rate-Distortion (RD) performance in terms of PSNR,
despite its low correlation with the human visual system (HSV). In contrast, this paper addresses the
problem by proposing three image processing tools for exploiting spatio-temporal correlations to reduce
the perceptual distortion of WZ frames. The proposed WZ pixel domain framework offers a comparable
RD-performance referring to H.264AVC intra coding.

Stopping Criterions for Turbo Coding in a Wyner-Ziv Video Coding
Jozef Škorupa, Jürgen Slowack, Stefaan Mys, Peter Lambert, Christos Grecos, Rik Van de Walle
Abstract: Distributed video coding (DVC) targets video coding applications with low encoding
complexity by generating a prediction of the video signal at the decoder. One of the most common
architectures uses turbo codes to correct errors in this prediction. Unfortunately, a rigorous analysis of
turbo coding in the context of DVC is missing. We have targeted one particular aspect of
turbo coding: the stopping criterion. The stopping criterion indicates whether decoding was successful,
i.e., whether the errors in the prediction signal have been corrected. In this paper we describe and
compare several stopping criterions known from the field of channel coding and criterions currently
used in DVC. As our results suggest the choice of the stopping criterion has a significant impact on the
overall video-coding performance. Moreover, we have found that there are even better performing
criterions than those currently used in DVC.

Accounting for Quantization Noise in Online Correlation Noise Estimation for
Distributed Video Coding
Jürgen Slowack, Stefaan Mys, Jozef Škorupa, Peter Lambert, Rik Van de Walle, Christos Grecos
Abstract: In Distributed Video Coding (DVC), compression is achieved by exploiting correlation
between frames at the decoder, instead of at the encoder. More specifically, the decoder uses already
decoded frames to generate side information Y for each Wyner-Ziv frame X, and corrects errors in Y
using error correcting bits received from the encoder. For efficient use of these bits, the decoder needs
information about the correlation between X available at the encoder and Y at the decoder. While several
techniques for online estimation of correlation noise X −Y have been proposed, the quantization noise in
Y has not been taken into account. As a solution, in this paper, we calculate the quantization noise of intra
frames at the encoder and use this information at the decoder to improve the accuracy of the correlation
noise estimation. Results indicate averageWyner-Ziv bit rate reductions up to 19.5% (Bjøntegaard delta)
for coarse quantization.

Analysis of Performance Losses in Distributed Video Coding
Stefan Borchert, Ronald P. Westerlaken, Rene Klein Gunnewiek, Reginald L. Lagendijk
Abstract: In this paper we analyze the substantial performance gap between Distributed Video Coding
(DVC) and well known state-of-the-art coders. We take a modular approach towards analyzing the
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performance loss in DVC and investigate 3 key components. These are quantization, bit stream generation
and motion estimation. Their respective contributions to the total performance loss varies with the video
properties. For low motion sequences the first two components dominate. For more difficult sequences
the motion estimation alone is responsible for more than half the loss. We show that it is possible to
reduce this loss by repeating the motion estimation after partial decoding. Finally, we discuss advances in
recent literature.

Distributed Source Coding Authentication of Images with Contrast and Brightness
Adjustment and Affine Warping
Yao-Chung Lin, David Varodayan, Bernd Girod
Abstract: Media authentication is important in content delivery via untrusted intermediaries, such as
peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing. Many differently encoded versions of a media file might exist. Our
previous work applied distributed source coding not only to distinguish the legitimate diversity of
encoded images from tampering but also to localize tampered regions in an image already deemed to be
inauthentic. In both cases, authentication requires a Slepian-Wolf encoded image projection that is
supplied to the decoder. We extend our scheme to authenticate images that have undergone contrast,
brightness, and affine warping adjustment. Our approach incorporates an Expectation Maximization
algorithm into the Slepian-Wolf decoder. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm
can distinguish legitimate encodings of authentic images from illegitimately modified versions, despite
arbitrary contrast, brightness, and affine warping adjustment, using authentication data of less than 250
bytes per image.

Two-pass Reconstruction in Distributed Video Coding
Hongbin Liu, Yongpeng Li, Xianming Liu, Debin Zhao
Abstract: In this paper, we propose a novel two-pass reconstruction algorithm for the Wyner-Ziv (WZ)
frames in distributed video coding (DVC), in which the traditional reconstructed WZ frame is utilized to
perform motion estimation to obtain a more accurate motion field. During the motion estimation, the
block, as well as its neighboring pixels are concerned. An overlapped block motion compensation is
subsequently performed with the help of the motion field, consequently, an enhanced prediction for the
WZ frame can be obtained, based on which an improved reconstruction can be achieved. Simulation
results show that both the objective and subjective quality of WZ frames can be improved
significantly.

Rate-Adaptive Compression of LDPC Syndromes for Slepian-Wolf Coding
Yong Fang, Gwanggil Jeon, Jechang Jeong
Abstract: This paper considers the LDPC-based Slepian-Wolf coding with decoder side information.
The paper analyzes the statistical properties of LDPC syndromes and shows that there are residual
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redundancies in LDPC syndromes, especially at low rates. Furthermore, this paper proposes a rateadaptive way to compress LDPC syndromes.

Prioritized Side Information Correction for Distributed Video Coding
Yu-Chen Sun, Shiau-Yu Lian, Chun-Jen Tsai
Abstract: In this paper, a distributed video coding technique with prioritized channel coding of W-Z
frames is presented. In the proposed framework, W-Z frame macroblocks are classified into different
groups based on the estimated quality of the side information. The information is transmitted via uplink
channel back to the encoder so that macroblocks with similar error statistics can be grouped tighter in
same coding blocks for channel coding. With this approach, decoder can request more parity bits to
correct macroblocks whose side information quality is worse and request less parity bits for macroblocks
with smaller side information errors. Initial experimental results show that the proposed technique can
improve the R-D performance of both pixel-domain and transform-domain DVC codecs considerably.

Distributed Video Coding With Multiple Side Information
Xin Huang, Catarina Brites, João Ascenso, Fernando Pereira, Søren Forchhammer
Abstract: Distributed Video Coding (DVC) is a new video coding paradigm which mainly exploits the
source statistics at the decoder based on the availability of some decoder side information. The quality of
the side information has a major impact on the DVC Rate-Distortion (RD) performance in the same way
the quality of the predictions had a major impact in predictive video coding. In this paper, a DVC solution
exploiting multiple side information is proposed; the multiple side information is generated by frame
interpolation and frame extrapolation targeting to improve the side information of a single estimation
mode. Compared with the best available single side information solutions, the proposed DVC solution
with multiple side information robustly improves the RD performance for the set of test sequences.

Feedback Aided Content Adaptive Unequal Error Protection Based on Wyner-Ziv
Coding
Liang Liang, Paul Salama, Edward J. Delp
Abstract: In prior work, we proposed an unequal error protection algorithm based on Wyner-Ziv coding
for error resilient video transmission. In subsequent work we demonstrated that using either of content
adaptive unequal error protection or feedback aided unequal error protection individually improved error
resilience performance. In the current paper we propose to combine the use of a content adaptive function,
implemented at the encoder, with the channel loss feedback provided by the decoder. The experimental
results demonstrate improved rate distortion performance.
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Invited Talk: Video Compression Standards
Time: 15:45 – 16:30
Location: Salon A-D
Speaker: Wen Gao

Panel Session: Video Compression Standards
Time: 16:30 – 17:30
Location: Salon A-D
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Opening Session:
Time: 08:15 – 8:30
Location: Salon A-D

Plenary Session – 3: The Confluence of Sparse Representation and
Computer Vision
Time: 08:30 – 9:30
Location: Salon A-D
Speaker: Yi Ma

Special Session – 3: Peer-to-Peer Video
Time: 09:45 – 11:45
Location: Salon A-D
Chair: John Apostolopoulos

09:45

A Reliable Decentralized Peer-to-Peer Video-on-Demand System Using
Helpers
Hao Zhang, Kannan Ramchandran

Abstract: We propose a decentralized Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Video-on-Demand (VoD) system. The
traditional data center architecture is eliminated and is replaced by a large set of distributed, dynamic and
individually unreliable helpers. The system leverages the strength of numbers to effect reliable
cooperative content distribution, removing the drawbacks of conventional data center architectures
including complexity of maintenance, high power consumption and lack of scalability. In the proposed
VoD system, users and helper “servelets” cooperate in a P2P manner to deliver the video stream. Helpers
are preloaded with only a small fraction of parity coded video data packets, and form into swarms each
serving partial video content. The total number of helpers is optimized to guarantee high quality of
service. In cases of helper churn, the helper network is also able to regenerate itself by users and helpers
working cooperatively to repair the lost data, which yields a highly reliable system. Analysis and
simulation results corroborate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed architecture.

10:15

Unified Time Service for Virtualized Teleimmersive Environments
Raoul Rivas, Wanmin Wu, Klara Nahrstedt

Abstract: 3D Teleimmersive (TI) environments have gained significant attention as they show
promising results for a wide number of applications. These environments are usually distributed and multi
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platform which makes performance analysis and monitoring difficult. We present a Unified Time Service
(UTS) and its measurement framework for evaluating components in terms of their reflected QoS (e.g.
delay). Then we utilize UTS to analyze the delay introduced by the virtualized rendezvous points (RP) in
the H-MEDIA TI system. We find that the delay overhead heavily depends on frame sizes of the 3D
video streams.

10:45

Stanford Peer-to-Peer Multicast (SPPM) - Overview and Recent
Extensions
Jeonghun Noh, Pierpaolo Baccichet, Frank Hartung, Aditya Mavlankar, Bernd
Girod

Abstract: We review the Stanford Peer-to-Peer Multicast (SPPM) protocol for live video streaming and
report recent extensions. SPPM has been designed for low latency and robust transmission of live media
by organizing peers within multiple complementary trees. The recent extensions to live streaming are
time-shifted streaming, interactive region-of-interest (IRoI) streaming, and streaming to mobile devices.
With time-shifting, users can choose an arbitrary beginning point for watching a stream, whereas IRoI
streaming allows users to select an arbitrary region to watch within a high-spatial-resolution scene. We
extend the live streaming to mobile devices by addressing challenges due to heterogeneous displays,
connection speeds, and decoding capabilities.

11:15

A Real-World View of Video Coding and Peer-to-Peer Streaming
Eric Setton

Abstract: (presentation only, no paper available)

Panel Session – 3: Peer-to-Peer Video
Time: 11:45 – 12:45
Location: Salon A-D
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Special Session – 4: Visual Attention, Artistic Intent, and Efficient
Coding
Time: 14:00 – 16:00
Location: Salon A-D
Chair: Damon Chandler

14:00

Visual Attention Modeling: Region-of-Interest Versus Fixation
Patterns
Ulrich Engelke, Hans-JŸrgen Zepernick, Anthony Maeder

Abstract: Visual attention (VA) is an integral property of the human visual system. The deployment of a
VA model can be beneficial for many image and video applications, such as, compression, transmission,
and quality assessment. However, the design of a VA model is highly dependent on the subjective VA
data used as ground truth and the application that the model is intended for. In this paper, we discuss two
ways of obtaining subjective VA data that can subsequently be used to develop VA models; selective
regions-of-interest and visual fixation patterns. The feasibility of both methods will be discussed, in
particular, with respect to visual quality assessment.

14:30

Dynamic Attentive System For Omnidirectional Video
Iva Bogdanova, Alexandre Bur, Pierre-Andre Farine

Abstract: In this paper, we propose a dynamic attentive system for detecting the most salient regions of
interest in omnidirectional video. The spot selection is based on computer modeling of dynamic visual
attention. In order to operate on video sequences, the process encompasses the multiscale contrast
detection of static and motion information, as well as fusion of the information in a scalar map called
saliency map. The processing is performed in spherical geometry. While the static contribution collected
in the static saliency map relies on our previous work, we propose a novel motion model based on block
matching algorithm computed on the sphere. A spherical motion field pyramid is first estimated from two
consecutive omnidirectional images by varying the block size. This latter constitutes the input of the
motion model. Then, the motion saliency map is obtained by applying a multiscale motion contrast
detection method in order to highlight the most salient motion regions. Finally, both static and motion
saliency maps are integrated into a spherical dynamic saliency map. To illustrate the concept, the
proposed attentive system is applied to real omnidirectional video sequences.

15:00

Space-variant Image Coding For Stereoscopic Media
Arzu Çöltekin

Abstract: This paper presents a brief overview of space variant image coding for stereoscopic media and
reports on findings from a study using foveation for stereoscopic imaging. Foveation is a perceptually
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motivated approach to image coding based on the structure of human fovea and it is well studied in image
and video processing domains. However it is less exploited for three-dimensional (3D) space even though
it is potentially well suited also for 3D, e.g. for level of detail management in gaze contingent
stereoscopic displays. In this paper results from a stereoscopic foveation implementation is presented in
support of this argument. A brief discussion on computational as well as human factors for successful
management and presentation of stereoscopic media is also provided based on current literature.

15:30

Art Statistics and Visual Processing: Insights for Picture Coding
Daniel J. Graham

Abstract: Artwork holds much important information regarding the efficient encoding of the natural
world, and it is therefore useful both for researchers in vision science and those in signal processing.
Painters, like photographers, aim to capture the visual environment in a way that is appealing to viewers.
But until recently, little attention has been paid to statistical regularities related to artists’ representational
strategies. How do artists deal with the very large dynamic range of luminances in scenes, when paintings
themselves have a far smaller dynamic range? To what extent do artists reproduce the scale invariant
spatial statistics of natural scenes, and what statistical regularities of natural scenes, if any, are retained
when artists paint abstractly? This paper discusses findings that shed light on these questions and it
suggests ways that these findings could spawn novel strategies for picture coding and image retrieval. It
also describes links between artists’ representational strategies and neural coding in visual systems.

Panel Session – 4: Visual Attention, Artistic Intent, and Efficient
Coding
Time: 16:00 – 17:00
Location: Salon A-D
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